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Introduction 

The Galois theory of noncommutative rings is a natural outgrowth of the classical 
Galois theory of fields. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a ring R. T!len wc 
are concerned with the relationship between R and the fixed ring RG and with thlz 
relationship between the subgroups of G and the intermediate rings S 2 R”. Need- 
less to say, some assumptions on R and reasonably strong assumptions on G are 
required for really good results. 

Work on this subject was begun by E. Noether [9 (1933)] in her study of inner 
automorphisms of central simple algebras. This was continued in the 1940’s and 
1950’s where the work still concerned rather special rings R. For exa.mple the Galois 
theory of division rings was initiated by N. Jacobson 17 (1940)] and [8 ( 1947)], W . 
Cartan [ 1 (1947)] and G. Hochschild [S (1949)J. Complete rings of linear trans- 
formations were investigated by T. Nakayama and G. Azumaya 117 (1947)], J . 
Dieudonnt [3 (19481) and somewhat later A. Rosenberg and D. Zelinsky [20 (1955)J 
studied continuous transformation rings. Much of this can be found in Jacobson’s 
book [9 (1956)]. In addition, simple Artinian rings were considered by G. 
Hochschild [6 (1950)], T. Nakayama [ 18 (1!352)] and in a long series of papers bv 
H. Tominaga and T. Nagahara leading to their monograplh [21 (1970)]. 

In the 1960’s a great deal of work was done on the Gallois theory of separable 
algebras. Among the many papers on this subject, we note in particular [ 15 (196611 
by Y. Miyashita, [2 (1967)] by L.N. Childs and F.R. DeMeyer, [22 (1969)] by O.E. 
Villamayor and D. Zelinsky and [14 (1970)11 by H,,F. Kreimer. The best results to 
date are due to V.K. Kharchenko in [lo (19’75)], [IL (1975)1] and 112 (197731 whe 
he develops a Galois theory for semiprime rings. 

In the beginning of this paper we discuss the work of Kharchenko in the s 
case of prime rings. We have made this simplifying assumption to greatly 
the exposition. The proofs in the semiprime case invariably start with a 
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lemma argument to find an idempotent maximal with some property and then pro- 
ceed as in the prime case. There are admittedly a number of difficult technical 
details which must be handled when R is semiprime. Nevertheless, the basic flow 
of the proofs is the same and at the very least we hope this part of the paper can 
serve as an introduction to [ 121. 

Although most of the results in Sections 2 through 8 and half of those in Section 
9 are due to Kharchenko, there are some new approaches and some new emphasis 
here. For example in Section 2 we offer a new proof of the existence of trace forms. 
Later, our use of trace forms of minimal length avoids the notion of independence 
of automorphisms. In Section 5, we stress the bimodule properties as a key in- 
gredient in the theory. Our formulation of the Galois homogeneity condition in Sec- 
tion 6 differs from the original and we think it is more natural. 

In the remainder of this paper, most of the results are new. In Section 9 we con- 
sider the minimal primes of RG. In Sections 10 and 11 we study the problem of ex- 
tending isomorphisms between intermediate rings, using an idea from [ 13 (1978)]. 
This enables us, in Section 12, to determine when certain intermediate rings are 
Galois over R ‘. This paper starts with basic notation and statements of the main 
results in Section 1. It ends with some examples. 

With the exception of a few simple assumed facts on the Martindale ring of 
quotients, this paper is essentially self-contained. A good basic reference for the 
missing material and for other aspects of Galois theory is the monograph by S. 
Montgomery [ 16 (1980)]. In addition, we recommend the very pleasant survey 
article [4 (1980)] by J. W. Fisher and J . Osterburg. 

1. N-groups of automorphisms 

We are concerned with the action of a group G on a prime ring R. AS is to be 
expected, certain finiteness assumptions are required for G. However, in order to 
even state these, we must first introduce the Martindale ring of quotients of R. 

Let R be prime ring and consider the set of all left R-module homomorphisms 
f: &+,R where Z ranges over all nonzero two-sided ideals of R. Two such func- 
tions are said to be equivalent if they agree on their common domain, which is a 
nonzero ideal since R is prime. It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation. 
Indeed, what is needed here is the observation that if f : RI-+R R with If = 0 and if 
f is defined on r E R, then rf = 0. This follows since Ir c I so 0 = (1r)f = I(rf) and 
hence rf = 0 in this prime ring. We let j\ denote the equivalence class of f and let 
Q = Qo(R) be the set of all such equivalence classes. 

The arithmetic in Q is defined in a fairly obvious manner. Suppose f : RI+RR 

and g : R J+R R. Then p+ g is the class of f + g : R(In J)-, R R and & is the class of 
the composite function fg : R( JI)-, RR. It is easy to see that these definitions make 
sense and that they respect the equivalence relation. Furthermore, the ring axioms 
are surely satisfied so Q is a ring with 1. Finally let rp : RR + RR denote right multi- 
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plication by re:R. Then the map r-+PQ is easily seen to be a ring homomorphism 
from R into Q. Moreover, if r#O then Rr, #O and hence FQ #O by the observatton 
of the preceding paragraph. We conclude there:fore that h! is embedded isomor- 
phically in Q with the same 1 and we will view Q as an olverring of R. It is the 
Martindale ring of quotients of R. 

Suppose f : RI-+R R and a E I. Then a,f is defined on RR and for all r E R we 
have 

Ha, f) = Valf = rtaf J = r(af Je. 

Hence (ief^= (G)@ and the map f translates in Q to right multiplication by f With 
this observation, the following well known result is an elelmentary exercise. 

Lemma 1.1. Let Q= Q*(R). 
(i) If q E Q and Iq = 0 for some nonzero ideal 1 of R, (then q = 0. 

(ii) Ifql, q2, . . . 9 q,, E Q, then there exists a nonzero ideal I of R with Iql ) lq2, . . . 9 

Iq,, c R. 

(iii) Q is prime. Indeed if q1 Iq2 = 0 for ql, q2 E Q and I a nonzero ideal of R, 
then q1 =0 or q2=0. 

(iv) If CF is an automorphism of R, then o extends uniquely to an automorphism 

of e. 
(v) If C= cQ(R), then C is a field and the center of Q. 

The field C above is called the extended centroid of R. By (iv), we can view Aur: R 
as a subgroup of Aut Q. An automorphism 0 of R is said to be X-inner if and only 
if it is induced by conjugation by a unit of Q. In other words, these automorphisms 
arise from those units qE Q with q-‘Rq = R. If q and u are two such units, then 
clearly so is qu -‘. Thus we see immediately from (iv) that Inn R, the set of all 
X-inner automorphisms of R, is a normal subgroup of Aut R. 

Now let G act on R and set Go = Gn Inn R a G. ‘Thus for each g E Go there exists 
at least one unit qE Q such that g is equal to conjugation by q. We now let 
B = B(G) = BR(G) denote the linear span of all unil:s q E Q such that hj-l Rq = R ard 
conjugation by q is contained in G and hence in Go. By definition, B is closed 
under addition. Furthermore, if q, u E Q give rise to g, h E G respectively, then surely 
qu gives rise to gh E G. Thus we see that B is closed under multiplication. Moreover 
B 2 C since the elements of C\O are units which centralize R and hence give rise to 
the identity automorphism. Thus B is a C-subalgebra of Q cp!;ed the algebra of dhe 
group of G, 

We can now state the necessary finiteness assumptions on G. The group G is said 
to be an M-group of automorphisms of R if and only if 

(i) [G :Go]<m 
(ii) B is a semisimple finite dimensional C-algebra. 

The product [G : Go]. dime B is the reduced order of 6. 
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Now let RG={TERIlg = P for all gE 4;) be the fixed ring of G. Since B is 
spanned by units which act like elements of G, it is clear that B centralizes RG. In 
particular, conjugation by any unit of B fixes R G. Because of this, we introduce the 

foil/owing completeness condition. The group G is said to be an N-group (for Emmy 
lUoether) of automorphisms of R if and only if G satisfies (i), (ii) above and 

(iii) If b is any unit of B, then b-* Rb = R and conjugation by b is an element of 

For many results, we can in fact assume the weaker hypothesis that if b is any 
unit of B which normalizes W?, then conjugation by b belongs to G. However we will 
stay with this stronger assumption. 

If S is a subring of R, we define Y(R/S) = {a E Aut R 1 CT fixes S}.Then S is a 
Galois subring of R if S is the fixed ring of Y(R/S). The first main result, proved 
in Section 4, is 

Theorem A. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R. Then 
B(R/RG) = G. 

Now suppose R, G and B are as above and let S be an intermediate ring so that 
R 2 Sa RG. In order to decide whether S is a Galois subring of R, the following 
four conditions come into play. 

WI (centralizer) If Z = &(S), then 2 is a semisimple algebra spanned by 
its units. 

WI (Idempotent) Let e be an idempotent of B with eS(1 - e) = 0. Then there 
exists an idempotent f E 2 = C,(S) with Be = Bf. 

(Homogeneity) Suppose b E B\O, g E G and bs = sgb for all s E S. Then 
g = hg, where I1 E g(R/S) and gee Gn Inn R. 

WI (Cancellation) Suppose K is an ideal of S with rR(K) =O. If rE R and 
KrcS, then rES. 

The main result on Galois subrings, proved in Section 7 is 

Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and let 
R > S 2 RG. Then S is the fixed ring of an N-subgroup H of G if and only if S 
satisfks [GZ], [GI], [GH] and [GC]. 

This gives rise to numerous correspondence theorems obtained in Section 8. The 
next part of this paper is concerned with the structure of the minimal primes of RG 
and with the nature of the isomorphisms between intermediate rings. For example, 
we prove in Section 11 a precise version of 

Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and let 
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S,sz Ro both satisfy [GZ], [GI] and [GH]. Suppose cp : S -6 

which is the identity on RG and assume that P and P= P@’ 
minimal primes of S and S. Then there exists an element g E G 
a well defined manner, the isomorphism p : S/P-S/P. 

is an isomorphism 
are corresponding 
which ‘induces ‘, in 

In Section 12, we consider when certain intermediate rings are Galois over RG. 
For this we require some definitions. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of 
R. If K is an M-subgroup of G, then K can be completed to an N-subgroup k3 of 
G by adjoining to K the action of all units of B(K). Clearly B(K) = P f) and 
RK = R” since any element of R fixed by K is fixed by all units of B(K). Now let 
H be a subgroup of G. Then we say that H is almost normal in G if K= N,(H) 
is an M-group with completion g= G. In addition we say that H is an F-group if 
it is an N-group with B(H) a simple ring. We remark that if H is an F-group, then 
RH is necessarily a prime ring. Finally we say that R is N-group Calok over S if 
g(R/S) is an N-group with fixed ring S. We prove 

Theorem D. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and let 
H be an F-subgroup of G. Then RH is N-group Galois OV~P R” if and only if H is 
almost normal in G. 

We close this section 
of Q. 

with two simple, but crucial, observations about the units 

Lemma 1.2. Let G be an M-group of automorphisms of R and let b E B. Then theire 
exists a nonzero ideal I of R with Ib c R and blc R. 

Proof. Suppose first that Q is a unit of B which corresponds to an X-inner automor- 
phism gE G. By Lemma l.l(ii), there exist: an ideal J&3 of R with Jl;r c R. 
Moreover qJg = q(q-‘Jq) c R so the result follows for q by taking I= JnJ9. Final- 
ly, by definition of B, any b E B is a finite sum b = q1 + q2 + l ** + qn of such units 
qi E B. By the above, for each i there is a nonzero ideal li of R with 1iqi c R and 
qili C_ R. Since R is prime, the result follows for b by taking I= I, n&n -9. n & f 0. 

Lemma 1.3. Let q E Q \O and let o be an automorphism of R with rq = qr* jar all 
r E R. Then q is a unit of Q and o is X-inner induced by q. 

Proof. The relation rq =qra implies easily that I,(q) is a two-sided ideal of 
Thus since Q # 0 we conclude from Lemma 1.1(i) that r,(q) = 0. NOW let ! be a 
nonzero ideal of R with 1g 1~ R. Since Iq = qIO, we see that Iq = J is also a two-side 
ideal of R. Furthermore since lR(q) =O, the right multiplication map 
one-to-one and onto. Hence if f: J+I denotes the inverse map, then YE 
the inverse of q in Q. Finally the formula q-‘rq = r* implies that (r is X-inne 

in fact induced from q. 
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2. Existence of trace forms 

The goal here is to construct certain trace forms, that is linear maps, which send 
R to RG. We start by considering any finite dimensional algebra A over a field C. 
If A* = Nom&, C) is the dual group of A, then A* can be given a right A-module 
structure by defining the functional ila to be 

A&) = A@) for all 2 E A, 

Here A&* and EA. 
The first part of the following well known result asserts that the module A* is 

isomorphic to the left regular representation of A. For the second part, if V is a 
vector space over C, we say that a basis of V is compatible with the decomposition 
V= Vi @ V,@.*@ Vk if and only if it is a union of bases of the subspaces V;:. 

Lemma 2.1. Let {a,, a2, l .* , a,, ) be a basis for A and let (a;, a$ . . . 9 a,*) be its dual 
basis in A*:. 

(i) If a EA with aai = Cj ajcu, then a?a = Ci cUaT. 
(ii) If e is an idempotent of A, then (ai) is compatible with eA @( 1 - e)A if and 

oniy if (at) is compatible with A*e@A*( 1 - e). Furthermore when this occurs then 
ai E eA if and om’y if a: E A*e. 

Proof. For (i) write aai = Cj , ,, a+c.. and write ai*a = xi dtiaF with cij,dO E C. Then 

dij = aFa(ai) = aF(aai) = CU. 

For (ii), take a = e in the above. Then (al, a2, . . . , a,} is compatible with eA @ 
(1 -e)A if and only if the matrix [cO] is diagonal with 0 and 1 entries on the 
diagonal. Furthermore, by (i) above this is precisely the same criteria for 

1 al*, a$ . . . . a!:} to be compatible with A*e@A*( 1 - e). Finally when this occurs then 
ai E eA if ancl only if cii = 1 and then if and only if arEA*e. 

We are interested in whether nontrivial module homomorphisms 8 : A*+A exist. 
Indeed, if A--A*, then A is said to be a Frobenius algebra and the following is a 
well known necessary and sufficient condition for this to occur. 

Lemma 2.2. We have A =A* if and on/y t# there exists il E A* whose kernel contains 
no nonzero right ideal of A. Furthermore if A is semisimple, then A is Frobenius. 

roof. Observe that any module homomorphism f : A +A* is determined by 
f( 1) = A. Moreover f(a) = ;la is the zero map if and only if aA G ker A. Thus f is one- 
to-one and hence an isomorphism if and only if the kernel of A. contains no nonzero 
right ideal. 

Finally if A is semisimple, write A = @Ai as a ring direct sum of simple rings. 
Since A* = @A:, it clearly suffices in view of Lemma 2.l(ii) to show that Ai = A: 
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as &modules. But this is trivial since dim Aj = dim Ai*, both modules are corn- 
pletely reducible and Ai has a unique irreducible module. 

We remark that the above condition on ;1 is actually right-left symmetric. Further- 
more if A has a 2-dimensional right ideal K all of whose subspaces are right ideals, 
then it is clear that no such A exists and A is not Frobenius. 

Now we assume that G acts on the prime ring R and that the algebra of the group 
B is finite dimensional over C. Moreover [G: GO] < 00 where GO = Gn Inn R. We 
define certain linear functions z : Q -+Q. 

Lemma 2.3. Let 8 : B *-+B be a right B-module homomorphism. Let A be a trans- 
versal for GO in G with 1 E.A and let bI, b2, . . . , b, be a C-basis for B. Then the trace 
form 

t(x) = C (bixO(b,?))g= C a,xRbg 
i,geA 4 g 

satisfies aig, 6, E B and t(Q) c Q’. 

Proof. Let US first consider ~1 (x) = Ci bix&b,?). If b E B and bbi = C, b,Clj, then bj 
Lemma 2.1(i) since C is the center of Q we have 

C bbixO(b,?) = C C b , ( j jcO)x 8(b,*) 

= C bjxd(b,?b). 
J 

Moreover since 0 is a right B-module homomorphism, this last term equals 
(& ~jx8(~~))b. Thus for a.ll XE Q, 7l(x) commutes with B and in particular with 
GO. Since A is a transversal for GO Q G, it is now immediate that T(X) = C 4E , tl (it-F 

maps Q to QG. 

Now let us specialize to the case in which B is semisimple so that ian isomorphism 
8: B*-+B exists. 

Lemma 2.4. Let G be an M-group and let A be a transversal for GO = Gn Inn R ~a 
G with 1 E A. Then there exist trace forms 

with ai,, big E B and Z(Q) c Q G such that 
(i) For each g e A, {aig) and (big) are C-bases of B. 

(ii) Either basis (ai, 1 or ( bil) may be prescribed beforehand. 
(iii) If e E B is an idempotent, then (ai, ) is compatible with B = eB@ ( I -- e)l 

and only if (bill is compatible with B = Be@ B(1 - e). Furthermore ~~8~~~~~ 1 

occurs then ail E eB if and only if bil E Be. 
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proof. Since G is an M-group, B is semisimple so a right B-module isomorphism 
0: B*+B exists by Lemma 2.2. We now apply Lemma 2.3 with this particular 6. 
Then for any choice of basis (bi}, the trace form r(x) so constructed satisfies 
r(Q) c QG and ais, big E B. Note that I ill by assumption. 
NOW ail =bi and bii = @(bF) so both {ail } and &i } are bases of 13. Moreover the 

basis {ail} may clearly be prescribed beforehand by taking & = ail and the basis 
{bii} may be prescr.tzed by choosing {bi) to be the dual basis to {8-‘(bil)} in 
B** = B. Indeed if bi = b‘-‘(bii)*, then b: = K’(bii)*‘= &‘(bii) SO 6(b,*) = bil. Thus 
we have (i) and (ii) since a, = afl and big = bfI. 

Finally let e E B be an idempotent. Since 8 is an isomorphism and bii = O(bT) it is 
clear that (b:, bz, . . . , b,*) is compatible with B * = B*e@B*(l -e) if and only if 

(&,,bzr,~~~, b,l } is compatible with B = Be@B(l - e). Therefore since ai] = bi, part 
(iii) now follows immediately from Lemma 24ii). 

Si nce the toe f ficient s of these trace 
that r(R) C_ R. However we do have 

forms belong to B, it is not necessarily true 

Lemma 2.5. Let r(x) = Ci,, aigtibig be as in Lemma 2.3 or 2.4. Then there exists a 
nonzero ideal I of R such that r(l) c RG. Indeed if J is any nonzero ideal of R, then 
there exists a nonzero ideal K c J with r(K) c Jn RG. 

Proof. Let J be a nonzero ideal of R and let a, b E B and g E G. Then by Lemma 
i .2 there exist nonzero ideals K, and K2 of R with ag--‘K, G R and K2 bg -’ c R. Thus 

ag $K, Jg-‘Kz)bg-’ c Jg-’ 

and hence a(& Jgk2)gb c J. In other words we have shown that for each sum- 
mand aigfib, of T there exists a nonzero ideal. Kig with aig(Kig)‘big c J. Thus setting 
K= Jn ni g Kig#O we see that KC, J and z(K) c: J. Since r(Q) s QG, by Lemma 2.3 
or 2.4, WC therefore have r(K) c JfI RG. The result now follows by taking I to be 
the appropriate ideal for J=R. 

3. Truncation of trace forms 

In this section we consider certain trace forms 

T(X) = C aiXb’bi 

with ai, bi E Q and Oi E Aut R. If r, SE R, then 

r T(sx) = C (rai P )Pi bi 
i 

is also! a trace form with the same bi, q. The idea here is to study sums of expres- 
sions of this type and any such expression 
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F(x) = c rk T(skx) 
k 

147 

is called a (left) truncation of T. Notice that 

T(X) = C tiixG1bi with ai = C rka$?. 
i k 

If the (left) support of T is defined by {i ( ai #O}, then it is clear that 
Supp rc Supp T. Furthermore, any truncation of T is certainly also one of T. We 
seek truncations of T of minimal support size. 

Observe that if any B is X-inner, induced by q E Q, then for any x E R we have 
x0= q-‘xq. Because of this we can usually assume that no X-inner automorphilsms 
other than ct= 1 occur in T. Indeed we say that T, as above, is an outer form, if 
Cci E Inn R implies (Ti = 1. 

Lemma 3.1. Let T(X) = xi aixG1bi be an outer tmce form with o. = 1, a0 # 0. Then 
there exist rk3 sk E R (depending only upon the Q~‘S and oi ‘s) such that 

T(X) = C rk T(skx) = C tiiXal bi 
k i 

satisfies cli E R, a0 + 0. Furthermore, 
ciEC with ~0~1. 

if tii + 0, then Ui = 1 and cii = &c, for sm1e 

Proof. As we will see, the ti’s merely play the role of a place holder here. Thus the 
rk, Sk elements obtained depend Only the ai’s and (Ti’S. 

For each i there exists a nonzero ideal Li of R with Liai c R. Thus if L = r\ L, # 0, 
then Lai c R for all i. Furthermore La, # 0. Thus if r E L is chosen with rao # @, then 
rT(x) is a truncation T of T with ail tii E R and Go # 0. ‘We can now assume that T 
has this property. 

The proof proceeds by induction on 1 Supp T[) the case ISupp T 1 = 1 ‘being 
trivial. Suppose now that ]Suyp Tl > 1. If r is a truncation of T with ESupp T 
< 1 Supp T I, then the result will fol.low by induction provided ciO #O. Thus we cau 
assume that in any truncation of T of smaller support size, the ciO term vanishes. 

We next show that if T= xi 6iXu1bi is a truncation of T with / Supp r! < 
1 Supp T I, then all 6, = 0, that is F= 0. To this end, we already know that Co =: 0 and 
we consider &k for k#O. For any r E R form the truncation 

T’(X)= bkrT(X) - F((rak)““x) = c a,!xaJbi 

so that 

a; = &k rai - c?i (rak)““‘“‘. 

Then ai = 0 so ISupp T’( < /Supp T 1 and we must have ai = 0. Since tit- =: 0 this 
yields 0 = ah = tikraO for all r E R. Since R is prime and a0 # 0 we conclude t 
f&=0. 

We now know that any truncation of T of properly smaller support si 
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identically zero. Let J = Ra, R be the nonzero 
each jE J, it is clear that there is truncation 

and ciO( j) = j. Furthermore we claim that the coefficients &i(j) are uniquely deter- 

mined. Indeed if q(x) and q’(x) are two truncations of T with the same 
O-coefficient j, then q - G is a truncation of smaller support size and hence is 
identically zero. 

Passman 

ideal of R generated by ao. Then for 
c(x) of T with 

Thus for each i, ei : J-+R is a well defined function. It is surely additive and it 
is in fact a left R-module homomorphism. Indeed by considering r@~) we see that 
tii(pJ) = rr?i( j). Thus there exists qi E Q with tii( j) = jqi and hence 

T(X) = C ( jqi)Xgr bi 
i 

with q. = 1. Furthermore, since oo= 1 it follows, by considering i’,(sx), that 

jSqi = Gi( jS) = di( j)S"' = jqiSoi. 

But this holds for all j E J so sqi = qiSDl for all s E R. Since qi # 0 for those terms in 
the support of T we conclude from Lemma 1.3 that qi is a unit inducing the X- 
inner automorphism Gi. By assumption, 7’ is an outer form, so this implies that 
Gi=I and B~EC. 

We have therefore shown, summing over the support of T, that 

with Qi t: C and qo= 1. Since a0 E J, the result follows by taking j= ao. 

The right analog of the above slso holds. If T(x) = Ci aixO’bi is a trace form and 
r, SE R, then T(x~)s= Ci aixa,(raibis) is clearly a trace form with the same ai, ai. 
Th KS we consider right truncations of T and we have 

Lemma 3.2,. Let T(x) = xi aixglbi be an outer trace form with 00 = 1, bo $0. Then 
there exist rk, sk E R (depending on/y upon the bi 'S and Ui 's) such that 

satisfies 6i E R, 60 # 0. Furthermore, if 6’i z 0 then Cii = 1 and 6i = Cibo for some 
CiEC with CO= 1. 

roof. This actually follows directly from Lemma 3.1. Consider the outer trace 
from 

T’(x) = z bF”‘xGf’ai, 
i 

Then by Lemma 3.1 there exist elements rk, Sk depending only upon the hi’s and 
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q’s with 

satisfying di E R, do # 0. Furthermore, if di # 0, then a: ’ = 1 and di = cidO for some 
CiE C. Notice that 

cli = T rk bpl-‘Sk”;‘* 

Finally consider 

Then 

T(X) = C T(xrk)sk = C aixol b;:. 

k i 

k 

so the result follows from the above properties of the d,‘s. 

Since elements of C are allowed to pass across xa in trace forms, we have 
immediately 

Lemma 3.3. Let T(x) = C i aixD1bi be an outer trace form with o. = I, a0 f. 0. Then 
there exists a left truncation T(x) = aox/ of T(x) with a0 E R \O and /I == :L ‘c, b,. 
Here ci E C, CO = 1 and thesum isover {iJai=l}. 

Lemma 3.4. Let T(x) = Ci aixOlbi be an outer trace form +:h a0 = 1, b. * 0. Then 
there exists a right truncation T(x) = axbo of T(x) v/rth b. E R \ 0 and a := C ‘a, c,. 
Here q E C, co = 1 and thesum is over {i/oi=l). 

Finally we show that outer trace forms are nontrivial. 

Lemma 3.5. Let T(x) = Ci aixclbd be an outer trace f3rm with a0 = 1 and /et I be a 
nonzero ideal of R. Suppose that either b. * 0 and (ai 1 oi = 1 > is C-linearly irrdepen- 
dent OB a0 # 0 and (bi 1 Cii = 1) is C-linearly independent. Then T(I) f 0. 

Proof. If T(I) = 0, then certainly F(1) = 0 for any right or left truncation ‘r of T. 
In particular if b. # 0 and F= axbo is given as in Lemma 3.4, this yields alb;l = 0. 
I3ut 60 #O so we must have 0 = a = C ‘aici and these ai‘s are C-linearly dependent 
since c, = 1. Similarly if a0 f 0, the result follows from Lemma 3.3. 

4. Properties of the fixed ring 

We assume throughout that G is an MI-group of automorphisms of R an 
B c Q is the algebra of the group. The results here are almost immediate! aprpli 
of the existence and truncation properties of trace forms. 
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Proposition 4.1. CQ(RG) = B. 

Proof. Certainly Q(RG) 2 B since B is spanned by elements which induce the X- 
inner automorphisms of G. We consider the reverse inclusion. Let jk CQ(RG). 

Le; e be a primitive idempotent of B and let I and 7(x) = C aigxgbig be as in 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Furthermore for g = 1, we can assume that the C-basis {oil } 
is c,:losen compatibly with the decomposition B = eB@( 1 - e)B. Note that 
7(1; g R? 

Since pee C,(RG), if T(x) is defined by 

T(x) = jJer(x) - r(xlpe, 

then T vanishes on I. Furthermore in the expression per(x) we can delete all those 
ai1 in (1 - e)B and we use C’ to denote such a deleted sum. By Lemma 3.5 the left 
hand coefficients of 

T(X) = C ‘peaigxgbig - C aigxgbig/le 

corresponding to g = I are C-linearly dependent. Thus there exist Ci, c!~ E C, not all 
zero, with 

PC e ‘Ciail= C diail. 

Note that those ai1 in the left hand sum belong to eB and thus pa = C diail where 
a = C’ciaii is necessarily a nonzero element of eB. Since e is primitive and B is 
semisimple, e E aB and we conclude immediately that fle E B. 

Finally if 1 = el + l + en is a decomposition of 1 into orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents of B, then since jki E B for all i we have PE B. 

As a second application we have 

Lemma 4.2. Let q,q’ be nonzero elements of Q, let o E Aut R and suppose that 

q’r=Pq for all FERN. 

Then CJ E g(Inn R) for some g E G. 

roof. Let ? and t(x) = 1 aigxgbig be as in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 and assume that 
alI = 1. If T(x) is defined by 

then T vanishes on I since r(P) z RG. 
If ~@g-*(Inn R) for any g above, then the only X-inner automorphisms in T(X) 

occur when g = I and in the first sum. However { bil} is C-linearly independent and 
q’alI = q’#O so this contradicts Lemma 3.5. Thus 2;‘~g-‘(Inn R) for some g E G. 
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If S is a subring of R, let 
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P(R/S) = {cc E Aut R 1 cc centralizes S} . 

We can now quickly prove Theorem A. 

Theorem 0.3. Let G be an N-group. Then 3(R/RG) = G. 

Proof. Certainly :4(R/RG) 1 G. Converseiy, if B E :4’(R/RG), then P:= r for all 
r E RG so, by Lemma 4.2, we have ag -’ E Inn R for some g E G. Ii’ ag-’ is the auto- 
morphism induced by 4 E Q, then 4 clearly centralizes RG and hence 4 E I3 by Pro- 
position 4.1. Since G is an N-group, the irmer automorphism induced by Q E B is 
also contained in G and hence ~lr E G. 

We now consider certain ideals of R and RG. observe that G acts as automor- 
phisms on B and hence G permutes the finitely many centrally primitive idlempotcnts 
of B. If f is the sum of the idempotents in a G-orbit, then f is certainly a central 
idempotent and we say f is G-centrally primitive. Since B is semisimple, it is clear 
that fB is a G-simple ideal of B. 

The following two results are a strengthened version of the fact that every’nonzero 
ideal of R meets RG nontrivially. 

Lemma 4.4. Let T be any trace form given by Lemma 2.4 and let J be a nontero 
ideal of R. Then for all q E Q \ 0 we have T( J)q + 0 and q~( J) + 0. Thus if T( 9) E R, 
then T( J) is an essential two-sided ideal of R G. 

Proof. By assumption, r(x) = C a#b, with both {ail} and {b,,} bases of B. Thus 
for some i, bil q + 0 and it follows from Lemma 3.4 that the trace form IT(X) = r(s)q 
does not vanish on J. Similarly qr(x) does not vanish on J. Finally since a,, b, E B 
and g E G, it is clear that r is an (RG, RG)-bimodule homomorphism. Thus r(J) is 
an (RG, RG)-bimodule. In particular, if r(J) c R, then r(J) is a twlo-sideed ideal of 
RG by Lemma 2.4. Furthermore it is essential, as a right or left ideal, since its left 
and right annihilators in RG are zero. 

Proposition 4.5. Let I be a nonzero ideal of R. 
(i) If’qEQ\,O, then (InRG)q+O and y(InRG)#O. 

(ii) If f is a G-centrally primitive idempotent of B, then there e-v&is r E II7 R”’ 
with r = rf + 0. 

(iii) There exists r E In RG with anng (r) = 0. 

Proof. (i) By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 there is a trace form T(X) = C a,,,.+@b, and .ZI 
nonzero ideal JE I with r(J) c 1n RG. Now apply Lemma 4.4. 

(ii) By Lemma 1.2 there exists a nonzero ideal K of R with Kf c R SO (IA" 
Since I.+0 we conclude from (i) above that for some sEKnRG we have 
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r = sf # 0. Observe that r = rf # 0 and that r E IKf z I. Finally since both s and f are 
centralized by G, we see that r =sf is also fixed by G. 

(iii) Let fi, fi, . . . , fk be all the G-centrally primitive idempotents of B and, by 
(ii) above, we choose for eac!r i an element ri EI~R~ with ri =r&#O. Note that 
for i# j, r& = riJ;;fj = 0. Thus if r = C: ri, then r E In R” and r& = rjfj #O. But then 
annB(r) is a G-invariant two sided ideal of B containing no G-centrally primitive 
idempotent and this clearly implies that ann&) = 0. 

As was pointed out in Section 2, nontrivial trace forms exist under more general 
circumstances than B being semisimple. In particular, the following result, where 
B is merely assumed to be finite dimensional over C, is easily proved using Lemma 
2.3 and the above arguments. 

Lemma 4.6. Suppose only that there exists a nontrivial B-module homomorphism 
8: B*-+l?. If I is any nonzero ideal of R, then 117RG$0. 

5. The bimodule property 

We start by considering another important property of RG, namely the bimodule 
property. This is stated formally in the following few results. Informally it asserts 
that if M is an (R, RG)-subbimodule of Q, then 1M> le for some nonzero ideal I of 
R and for e an idempotent of B which is as large as possible. Again G is assumed 
to be an A&group with B the algebra of the group. 

Lemma 5.1. Let iW be an (R, RG)-subbimodule of Q and let e be an idempotent of 
B with Me f: 0. Then there exists b E B and a nonzero ideal J of R with Jb G M and 
be+ 0. 

Proof. Let I and the trace form T(X) = J& a#b, be given by Lemmas 2.4 and 
2.5. Furthermore assume that for g = 1, the basis {ail} is chosen compatibly with 
the decomposition B = eB3 (1 - e)B with al 1 = e. Note that e+ 0 since 1Me # 0. Then 
by Lemma 2.4 again, for g = 1 the basis { bil } is compatible with B = Be@ B(1 - e) 
and bll E Be. 

By assumption there exists m EM with 0 #me = mall. We now consider 
T(X) = rrzr(x). Since r(I) c RG and M is a right RG-module, it follows that T(I) c A4. 
Moreover, since 1M is a left R-module, we then see that any left truncation 

F(x) = c rk T(skx) 
k 

also satisfies F(I) c M In particular, if T is as given in Lemma 3.3, based on the 
1, l-coefficient mall f0, then we have for some a E R, a #to 
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Here p= Ci bilci E B with Ci E C, ~1 = 1. Note that aZ# 0 since R is prime. Further- 
more since { bil } Is compatible with the dlecomposition B = Be@ B( 1 - e) and 

bll ERe, cl = 1 it is clear that /?e# 0. Finally since RMc M we have (Ral)rp c M and 
the result follows. 

We now obtain the bimodule property. 

Proposition 5.2. Let M be an (R, RG)-subbimoduie of Q and let r,(M) = (1 - e)B 
for some idempotent e of B. Then there exists a nonzero ideal I of R with M 2 14. 

Proof. Since rg(M) is a right ideal of B, it is generated by air idempotent which we 
write as 1 -e. 

Now let K be the set of all elements b E B such that Jb c M for some nonzero idleal 
J of R depending upon b. We claim that K is a left ideal of I?. Indeed it is surlely 
closed under addition. Furthermore let b E K with Jb c: M and let b’ E B. Then there 

exists a nonzero ideal .I’ of R with J’b’ c R and then (JJ’)(b’b) c Jb c M, so 6’6 E K. 
Observe that for any b E K, Jb c M implies that Jb( 1 - e) = 0 and hence b( I - e) =: 0. 
Thus we conclude that KC Be and the goal is to show that we have equality kre. 

To obtain the reverse inclusion, note that K= BJ~ for some idempotent f. If 
M(1 -f)+O, then by Lemma 5.1 applied to the idempotent 1 -f, there exists b E K 
with b(1 -f) + 0 and this is certainly a contradiction. Thus 1 -f E rB(M) = (1 - e)B, 
so e( 1 -f) = 0. Hence e = ef and K= Bf 2 (Be)f = Be. Since e E Be, the proposition is 
proved. 

T1.e analogous result for (RG, R)-bimodules holds with an almost identkA 
proof. Indeed in the analog of Lemma 5.1 we merely use right truncalion of ihr 
trace form T(x) =s(x)m and then apply Lemma 3.4. For Proposition 5.3, A” is of 
course defined as the set of be B with b,Jc M. Here to show that K is a right ideal 
of B we require the additional observation, from Lemma 1.2, that if b’c~ B, then 
b’J’c R for some nonzero ideal J’ of R. We then have 

Proposition 5.3. Let M be an (RG, R)-subbimodule of Q and let !&VI) r= B( 1 - el 
for some idempotent e of B. Then there exists a nonzero ideal I of R wit,iFt M 2 41. 

We will view the conclusions of the above two propositions as saying that RG 
satisfies the bimodule properties with respect to B. Here of course B = C,$R”) in\p 
Proposition 4.1. 

Now let S be a subring of R with Sz R ‘. Then we recall that the Galois idenn- 
potent condition for S is given by 

Let e be an idempotent of B with eS(1 -e) = 0. Then there exists an 
idempotent f E 2 = C,(S) with Be = Bf. 
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As we now see, this condition is intimately related to S satisfying the bimodule pro- 
perty with respect to Z= CQ(S). First we have 

Lemma 5.4. Let H be an M-subgroup of G. Then S = RH satisfies [GI]. 

Proof. Let e E B be an idempotent with eRH( 1 - e) = 0 and set M = ReRH so that M 
is an (R, RH)-subbimodule of Q. By Proposition 5.2, RH satisfies the bimodule 
condition with respect to Z= C,(RH). Thus there exists an idempotent f E 2 with 
rz(M) = (1 - f)Z and Mz If for some nonzero ideal 1 of R. Now M(l -f) =O 
and eE M implies that e(1 -f) = 0 so e = ef and Be c Bf. On the other hand, 
eRH(l-e)=Q implies that 1f(l -e)cM(l-e)=O. Thus f(l-e)=O so f=fe and 
Bf c Be. 

The next two results show conversely that [GI] implies the bimodule property. 
Here we do not need to assume that Z is semisimple. 

Lemma 5.5. Let S be a subring qf R L$ontaining RG and suppose that S satisfies 
[GI]. If M is an (R, S)-subbimodule of Q, then there exists an idempotent f c Z = 
$(S) with r,(M) = (1 -f )Z. Furthermore for any such f, there exists a nonzero 
ideal I of R with M 2 If. 

Proof. Since S 2 RG, M is also an (R, RG)-bimodule. Thus by Proposition 5.2 there 
exists an idempotent eE B with rB(M) = (1 - e)B and le c M. But M is a right S- 
module and M(l - e) = 0 so 1eS c M and 1eS(l- e) = 0. Thus eS(1 - e) = 0 and by 
condition [@I] there exists an idempotent f E Z with Be = Bf. Hence also (1 - e)B = 
(1 -f)B and therefore 

rz(M)=rg(M)f7Z=(1 -f)BnZ=(l -f)Z 

Now let f’ be any idempotent of Z with r,(M) = (1 -f’)Z. Then (1 -f’)Z = 
(1 -f)Z so 

(1 -f’)B=(l -f)B=(l -e)B=rg(M) 

and by Proposition 5.2 applied to f’ we have Jf’ E M for some nonzero ideal J of R. 

The (S, R)-bimodule analog follows similarly. Indeed we merely apply [GI] with 
e rtjplaced by 1 -e and we denote the resulting idempotent in Z by 1 -f. We then 
obtain 

ma 5.6. Let S be a subring of R containing RG and suppose that S satisfies 
[GI] l If M is an (S, R)-subbimodule of Q, then there exists an idempotent f E Z = 
Co(S) with lz(M) = Z(l - f ). Furthermore for any such f there exists a nonzero 
ideal I of R with Ma fI. 
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Finally it is interesting to observe that [GI] implies a weakened version of semi- 
simplicity for 2. 

Lemma 5.7. Let S be a subring of R containing RG and suppose that S satisfies 
[GI]. Then 2 = 6+(S) is a p.p,r. (that is, all principal ideals of Z are projective). 
Furthermore S is semiprime. 

Proof. Let a E Z and observe that M= Ra is an (R, S)-subbimodule of Q. Thus by 
Lemma 5.5, rz(M)=(l -f)Z for some idempotent f of Z. Therefore rz(aj = 
(1 -f)Z and we have aZ= Z/r,(a)-fZ, so aZ is projective. Similarly using Lemma 
5.6 we see that Za is projective. 

Now let N be an ideal of S of square zero. Then NR is an (S, R)-bimodule so, 
by Lemma 5.6, I,(NR) = Z( 1 -f) and NR 2 f1 for some nonzero ideal I of R. But 
N2=0, so Nf1=0 and hence Nf =O. Since f E Z commutes with N we obtain 
(1 -f)N=O and J7V=O, so N= 0 and S is semiprime. 

6. Bimodule truncation and homogeneity 

It is again necessary to consider the truncation of trace forms. Let 5’ be <;a subring 
of R and let 

T(X) = C aix”lbi 
i 

be a trace form with Qi, hi E Q and oi taut R. If rkE R, sk E S, then 

f(x) = c T(xrkjSk 
k 

is called a (right) (R, S)-truncation of T. Notice that 

F(X) = C ai.P’b; with 6. = C ?$‘biSk. 
i k 

For convenience we let the support of T be given by Supp T= (i lb, ~0). Then 
clearly Supp TC Supp T. 

In order to effect this truncation, we must be able to deal with certain identities 
satisfied by S. For example, if e is an idempotent of B then the condij[ion [GI] 
enables us to handle identities of the form 

es= ese for all SE S. 

On the other hand, automorphisms .are handled by the Galois homogeneity con- 
dition for S which is given by 

w-4 Suppose b E B \O, g E G and bs = sgb for all s E S. Then g = hgc, where h 
centralizes S and go E Gf7 Inn R. 
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Lemma 6.1. Let H be an M-subgroup of G. Then S = R H satisji;es [GH]. 

Proof. Suppose b and g are as above and apply Lemma 4.2 with q = q’= 6, CJ = g 
and G = H. Then by that lemma, g = hw for some h E H and w E Inn R. But g, h E G 
so we conclude finally that w E G n Inn R. 

We now proceed with the truncation. The hypothesis (i) below on the elements 
q clearly replaces the outer hypothesis considered in Section 3. 

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that S is a subring of R containing RG and satisfying [GH] 
and [@I]. We set H= Gn Y(R/S) and 2 = C,(S). Now let T(x) = &aix”lbi be a 
trace form with b&O, a0 = 1 and assume that for each i 

(i) tri E G and if CTi E H(Gn Inn R), then bi E H. 
(ii) bi E Qfi for some primitive idempotent Lf;: of Z. 

Then there exists a nonzero ideal J of R and a trace form T(x) = Ci aixoizi such 
that T(xj) is an (R, S)-truncation of T for ali j E J. Furthermore zi E ZhL z. = f. and 
if Zi # 0, then tTi E H. Finally if j E J and jfo E J, then T(xjfo) = T(xj). 

Proof. We follow the right analog of the argument in Lemma 3.1. Again the Ui’s 
merely play the role of place holders. Thus the ideal J and the elements zi E Z will 
depend only on the hi’s and Qi’s. Note that S 2 RG satisfies [GI]. Thus by Lemmas 
5.5 and 5.6, S satisfies the bimodule condition with respect to Z. We will freely use 
this fact throughout the remainder of the proof. 

Suppose 
T(X) = C T(xrk)sk = C aiXa’6i 

is any truncation of T. Then 6i = Ck rrbisk. But bi E Qf;: by (ii) and fi E Z cen- 
tralizes S so we conclude immediately that 6i E ui* In other words, hypothesis (ii) 
is inherited by all truncations of T. 

For each i there exists a nonzero ideal Li of R with Libic R. Thus, if L = 
ni L$ #O, then L’lbj C_ R for all i. Furthermore Lb0 # 0. Thus, if r E L is chosen 
with rho #0, then T(xr) is a truncation F of T with all 6j E R and 60 #O. We can 
now assume that T has this property. 

Let F be an (R, S)-truncation of T of minimal support size subject to 6. #to. We 
apply the bimodlule condition to M= RgoS#O. Since go E Qfo we have 
M( 1 - fo) = 0. But f0 is a primitive idempotent of Z, so (1 - fo)Z is maximal among 
right ideals of Z generated by idempotents. Thus rz(M) = (1 - fo)Z and M 2 Jfo for 
some nonzero ideal J of R. 

Suppose T’(x) = &aixaib: ia another truncation of T with Supp T’< Supp F. 
Then by definition we have b&z 0. We claim that bi =0 for all i. To this end, 
assume by way of contradiction that some bk # 0. 4s above, we apply the bimodule 
condition to M’ = Rbk S and conclude that M’ 2 Kf, for some nonzero ideal K of R. 
Observe that by Propostion 4.5(iii), there exists t E KTPRG c KnS with annB(t) = 0. 
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Since lfn E A4’, we can now further truncate T’ and assume that b; = tfn, # 0. Of 
course we still have &, =O. 

Note that fOt #O 
with 6& #O. With 

T”(x) = 

= 

implies that Jfot #O and hence M 20. Thus there exists s E S 
this s, we consider 

I”‘(x)st - T’(x(a, s)On ’ ) 

C O!jXol(b;:St - (b;,S)an ‘O’bi) 

Since Supp T’ G Supp T we have Supp T” G Supp T. Furthermore at i = rrt, 

b;=&st-b;lsb;=&st-b;,stf,=O 

since fn commutes with st and b-,& = 6,,. On the other hand, at i= 0, since bil = O 
we have 

by the choice of s. But then Supp T” < Supp T, since b,” = 0, and b,” #to, SC) this con- 
tradicts the definition of T. We have therefore shown that if T’ is any (R, S)- 
truncation of T with Supp T’<Supp 7, then Supp T’=0. 

Recall that M= R6& JfO for some nonzero ideal J of R. Thus for each j E ,I 
there exists a truncation q’(x) of F with 

T’(X) = C a+“lbj( j) 

and b;(j) =jfo. In fact qf is unique since if qf and 5” are two truncations of :r 
with the same O-coefficient jfo, then qf - 7; is a truncation of 7’ with smaller sup- 
port than that of F. By the above, all right hand coefficients of cf - q” must there- 
fore be zero and hence 7;= qf’. 

Thus for each i, bj : J-+R is a well-defined function. It is surely additive but it 

is not a left R-module homomorphism. Indeed by comparing T,(.v) and T,;I(.t-) w 
see that 

bf(rj) = r”lbj( j). 

But then the composite map (bf)al’ : J-+R is an R-module homomorpvism and 
hence represents an element qi E Q. Therefore for all j E J we have (bj)“: (j) = icl;. 

so 

bf( j) = jdlqpl= jolq 

where we have set zi = 47 E Q. Observe that z. = f. since bG( j) = jfo by assumption 
Furthermore, if r(x) is defined by T(x) = Ci aiX*lZi, then for all j E J 

T(xj) = C aiX"'jolZi = 7;r(X) 

is a truncation of T. 
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We note that, if je J and jfO E J, then I;‘(x) and 5)&x) have the same 
O-coefficient jfO. Therefore these trace forms are identical and hence we have 
T(xjfO) =r T(xj ). 

It rerrkrs to study f)“(x). Let s E S. Then by comparing T,!(x)s and q:(x), using 
jfOs = jsjO, we obtain 

Since this holds for all j E J, we then have 

ZiS = SO’Zi for all SE S. 

Observe that S 2 RG and cq E G so we have Zi E d+(RG) = B by Proposition 4.1. 
If zi := 0, then surely zi E 2’. Now suppose Zi #O. Then since S satisfies the Galois 

homogeneity condition [GH] we conclude from the above identity that 
oi eH(Gf7 Inn R). Thus by hypothesis (i), this implies that Di E H. Hence s =S*I 
and then zi E @B(S) = 2. Finally J”lZi G Qf;: implies that J”lZi( 1 -f;.> = 0, SO 

zi( I -j;:) = 0 and we conclude that zi = ZiJ E 2”. This completes the proof. 

7. Galois subrings 

In this section, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for an intermediate 
ring to be a Galois subring. Again R is prime and G is an M-group of automor- 
phisms with Go= GnInn R. We start by constructing a convenient trace form. 

Lemma7.1.LetS~RGandsetZ=C,(S)andH={g~G~gfixesS}=G~ %(R/S). 
If f is a primitive id?mpo tent of 2, then there exists a trace form T(X) = Ci aixglbi, 
a nonzero ideal I of R and a transversal A for GO in G with the following 
properties. 

(i) bO =f, go= 1, T(J) L; RG. 
(ii) For aN i, gi E A and bi E Qf;: for some primitive idempotent A of Z. 
(iii) If gi E HGO, then ei E H. 
(iv) If g E A, then {ai 1 gi = g) is a C-basis for B. 

Proof. We can clearly choose a transversal A for Go in G with 1 E A and 

/1 n GoH c H. For this /i, let r(x) = C,, a,xgb, and I be given by Lemmas 2.4 and 
2.5. Then certainly (iii) and (iv) are satisfied for this r and we have r(l) C RG. It re- 
mains to suitably modify the elements big. 

Let fi +f,+ l =* +fk = 1 be a decomposition of 1 into orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents of Z with fi -f and let {dl, d2, . . . p cl,) be a C-basis for B compatible with 
B = Bfi @Bf2@ l ** @Bfk. Furthermore assume that dl =fi = f. Thus each di E mil 
for some i’E{l,Z,..., k}, Now fix g EA. Since {big 1 i} is a C-basis for B, we can 
write big = C j Cudj with the C-matrix [c,J nonsingular. Since C is central in Q, we 
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observe that for any XE Q , , 

= F ( T aigcu)xgdj = F aigxgdj 

where ajg = C i ai, Cu. But [c,J is nonsingular so { ajg 1 j} is also a C-basis for B. 
Finally by making this basis change for each g E /i, we obtain a trace form 

r’(x) = xi,, ajgxgdj with all the necessary properties. The result follows by relabel- 
ing the index of summation. 

We now come to a key ingredient in characterizing Galois subrings. 

Lemma 7.2. Let G be an N-group oJq automorphisms of the prime ring I? and let 
R 2 S 2 RG with S satisfying [GI] and [GH]. Assume in addition that Z =: C,(S) is 
spanned by units and set H= :$(R/S). Then Z is the algebra of the group o.,f H. 
Furthermore S has an ideal K which is a right ideal of R H with IQ(K) = ro(K) = 0 

and with KR and RK containing nonzero ideals of R. 

Proof. Clearly RHa s and, in view of Theorem 4.3, Hc G. 
L.et f be a primitive idempotent of Z= UZ,(S). We first show that there exi:sts a 

right ideal K of RH with g c S and Ef # 0. To this end, let T(x) and I be given by 
the preceding lemma. Since S satisfies [GI] and [GH] we can apply Lemma 6.2 to 
this trace form. Thus there exists 

T(X) = C aiXg'Zi 

as described in that lemma and a nonzero ideal J of R such that, for each j E J, r(_~j) 
is an (R, S)-truncation of 2. Set lizI= r(IJ). 

For each jE J we have r(xj) = Ck .r(xr& for some rk E R, sk E S. Thus since 
~(1) c RG c S, it follows that T(a) r S and hence that K = T(N) C_ S. By assump- 
tion, Z is spanned by units and each such unit gives rise via conjugation to an 
element of 6 which centralizes S. Thus conjugation by each such unit is an element 
of H, so Z is clearly the algebra of the group of H and therefore Z centralizes R”. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 6.2, each zi E Z and if zi #O, then gi E H. We conclude 
from this that F’: IJ-6 is a right RH-module homomorphism and therefore that K 
is a right ideal of R H. Furthermore observe that Kf= T(PJ)f and that 
T(x)f = C aiflzif. Since z0 f = f # 0, it follows immediately from the properties of P 
and Lemma 3.5 that Kf= T(IJ)f#O. 

We can now quickly prove the result. Let K be the sum of all right ideals of R” 
contained in S. Then K is certainly a right ideal of RH contained in S and A” is a 
2-sided ideal of S since SK also has this property. Let M= RK so that 
bimodule contained in Q and rQ(M)=rQ(K). Since r,(K) contains 
idempotents of Z by the above, we conclude from Lemma 5.5 that r 
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that M contains a nonzero ideal of R. Thus r,(K) = r&M) =O. Since [z(K) = 
rz(K) =0, a similar argument applies to KR and the lemma is proved. 

We remark that since 2 is a finite-dimensional C-algebra, it is almost always 
spanned by its units. The only exceptions occur when C=GF(2) and 2 has a homo- 
morphic image isomorphic to GF(2)@GF(2). The Galois centralizer condition for 
S z R asserts 

[GZI If Z=&(S), then Z is a semisimple algebra spanned by its units. 

With this we can strengthen the preceding lemma and obtain 

Proposition 1.3. Let G be un N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and 
let S 2 RG satisfy [GZ], [GI] and [GH]. Then H = r//‘(R/S) is an N-subgroup qf G 
with algebra of the group 2 = C&S ). Furthermore S contains a two-sided ideal K 
of RH with rg(K) =IQ(K) =O. 

Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we have Hc 3(R/RG) = G and hence [H: Hn Inn R] < 00. 
Furthermore, by the previous lemma, 2 is the algebra of the group H. Hence by 
[GZ], 2 is semisimple and H is an N-subgroup of G. 

In addition, by Lemma 7.2, S contains a right ideal K of R” such that KR 2 J 
a nonzero ideal of R. Now let t be a trace form given by Lemma 2.4 for the N-group 
H and let 1 be the ideal, given by Lemma 2.5, with r(d) c R*. From JC KR we 
have JIG KI and hence T( JI) c z(KI). But r is an (R*, R*)-bimodule homomor- 
phism and K is a right ideal of R* so 

r(JI)chL r(I)c_Ka R*rS. 

Finally, by Lemma 4.4, r( JI) is a two-sided ideal of R* with zero annihilator in Q. 

It is now a simple matter to prove Theorem B. Let us recall the remaining Galois 
subring condition for S c R, namely the cancellation property. 

WI Suppose K is an ideal of S with rR(K) = 0. If rE R with Kr c S, then 
rES. 

Theorem 7.4. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and let 
Rc:;cRG. Then S is the fixed ring of an N-subgroup pi of G if and only if S 
satisfies [GZ], [GI], [GH] and [GC]. 

roof. Suppose first that S= RH for some N-subgroup H of G. Then 2 = c,(S) is 
the algebra of the group of H, by Proposition 4.1, and therefore [GZ] holds. Fur- 
thermore Lemmas 5.4 and 6.1 imply that S satisfies [GI] and [GH] respectively. 
Finally let K be an ideal of S with rR(K) = 6 and suppose Kr c S. If h E H and k E K, 
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then 

so r - rh E rR(K) = 0. We conclude therefore that rE RH = S and S satisfies [CC]. 
Conversely suppose S 1 RG satisfies the four Galois conditions and let 

H= Y(R/S). Then by the preceding proposition, H is an N-subgroup of G and S 
contains a two-sided ideal K of R H with rR(K) = 0. In particular, if F E R H, then 
Kr c K 5 S, so [GC] implies that r E S. We conclude therefore that S = RH and the 
theorem is proved. 

Since the properties of the ideal K of Proposition 7.3 are right-left symmetric, it 
is clear that [GC] could be replaced in the above by either of the following 
conditions. 

W,l Suppose K is an ideal of S with I,(K) =O. If TE R with rKc S, then 
I-ES. 

w21 Suppose K is an ideal of S with rR(K) = I,(K) = 0. If rE R with rK C_ S 
and Kr c S, then r E S. 

8. Correspondence theorems 

As an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.3 and 7.4 we obtain the main cor- 
respondence theorem. 

Corollary 8.1. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R. T3en 
the maps H -+ R * and S -+ IY(R/S) yields a one-to-one correspondence between the 
N-subgroups H of G and the intermediate rirtgs S 2 RG which satisflp [GZ], [Ci I], 

[GH] and [GC]. 

While the above does indeed characterize Galois subrings, the verification of the 
four Galois conditions is frequently tedious. However in certain special situations 
many of these conditions are automatically satisfied. We consider some of these 
now and continue to formulate the results as correspondence theorems. 

We start with the X-inner case. Here [GH] is clearly always satisfied so we have 

Corollary 8.2. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and sup- 
pose that G is X-inner. Then the maps H -+ RH and S + ,+ (R/S) yieId a one-to-rDm! 
correspondence betwee. the N-subgroups H of G and the intermediate rhgs S 2 R” 
which satisfy [GZ], [GI], and [GC]. 

Next suppose that B, the algebra of the group, is a domain. Then since ~3 is a 
finite-dimensional c-algebra, it is a division ring. In particular, [G 
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now immediate. Furthermore suppose b E B\O, g E G and bs == sgb for all s E S. 
Then b is a unit of B so conjugation by b is an element go E GP Inn R. Thus for all 
SES 

so ggO= h E g(R/S) and [GH] holds. In particular, this applies to the X-outer case 
where we have 

Corollary 8.3. Let G be a finite group of X-outer automorphisms of the prime ring 
R. TI~en the maps H-+ R” and S -+ (Y(R/S) yield a one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween the subgroups H of G and the intermediate rings S 2 RG satisfying [CC]. 

A subring S c R is said to be an anti-ideal if sre S for SE S\O, rE R implies that 
rES. 

Corollary 8.4. Let R be a domain and let G be an N-group of automorphisms. Then 
the maps H + RH and S + Y(R/S) yield a one-to-one correspondence between the 
N-subgroups H of G and the anti-ideals S 2 RG of R. Moreover B is a division ring. 

Proof. We first observe that B is a domain. Indeed suppose a, b E B\O. Then by 
Lemma 1.2 there exist nonzero ideals I, J of R with 0 #la C_ R and 0 # bJc R. But 
R is a domain, so (la)(bJ) #O and hence ab #O. Thus B is in fact a division ring. 

Now suppose S > R” is an anti-ideal of R. Then certainly S satisfies [GC] and 
thus, by Theorem 7.4, we have S= RH for H= Y(R/S). Conversely suppose S = RH 
and that sr&3 with SES\O, reR. If hsH, then 

sr = (srjh = shrh = srh 

and since R is a domain we have r = rh. Thus r E RH = S and S is an anti-ideal. 

There is in fact a more general class of intermediate subrings which automatically 
satisfy [GH], namely those rings with 2 simple. For this and later applications, we 
require the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 8.5. Let Al, A2 be simple Artinian rings and let V be a nonzero (A 1, A& 

bimodule. Then there exists u E V with ZA, (v) = 0 or rA2(u) = 0. 

Proof. Let U be the unique simple left Al-module and suppose that the regular 
module A, A, is a direct sum of n copies of U. Now A, V is a direct sum of copies 
of U and suppose first that at least n such copies occur. Then ,J contains a copy 

of A,Ai and if v generates this submodule, then 1&) = 0. On the other hand, sup- 
pose A, V is a direct sum of less than n copies of U. Then Al V is a homomorphic 
image of A, Al and is therefore a cyclic Al -module. In this case, V = Al v for some 
v c: V. Thus clearly r&v) = rA2(V) is a two-sided ideal of the simple ring A2 and 
since V#O WC have rAl(v) = 0. 
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Observe that in the above, the hypothesis on A2 can be replaced by v+ being 
faithful. 

Lemma 8.6. Let S,, Sz be subrings of R containing RtG and /et b E B with SI b - b&. 
(i) Let S, satisfy [GI] and let el be an idempotent of 2, = CB(S1) with b = e1 b. IJ 

Izle,(b) contains no nonzero idempotents, then IQ(b) = lQ(el ). 
(ii) Let S2 satisfy [GI] and let e2 be an idenzpotent of Z2 = C,(S2) with b = be?. If 

r,,z,(b) contains no nonzero idempotents, then ro(b) = ro(ez). 

Proof. We consider (i). First observe that b = e,b yields $(er) c IQ(b) and hence 
Zi(1 -e,) Cs $$J). Now let A!= SI bR = b&R = bR. Then A4 is an (S,, R)-bimodule 
contained in () and 

Since S1 .J RG satisfies [GI], we conclude from Lemma 5.6 that /z,(M) is generated. 
by an idempotent. Thus the hypothesis on /z,,,(6) yields 1,7,e,(b) =0 and 
Iz,(M) = Zi(1 - ei). Lemma 5.6 now implies that kQ q Ii for some nonzero ideal 
Ii of R. Since ~&@4=0 we: conclude therefore that $#)e, = 0 and we obtain the 
reverse inclusion r,(b) C IQ(ei). Part (ii) follows similarly. 

It is now convenient to introduce a strengthened Galois centralizer condition, 
namely 

CGZ’I If Z =@B(S), then Z is a simple algebra, hence spanned by its units. 

Lemma 8.7. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and kv 
S > RG satisfy [GZ’) and [GI]. 7’hen S satisfies [GH]. 

Proof. Let g E G, set V= {o E .B 1 us =s% for all SE S} and assume that V#O. Then 
V is surely a (Z$ Z)-bimodule and hence, since both Z and Z” are simple by 
assumption, Lemma 8.5 a.pplies. In particular there exists k V with either 
!zg(b) =0 or r-z(b) =O. Furthermore bS= Sgb and both S and S” satisfy [Gi]. 
Hence, by Lemma 8.6, with. el =e2 = 1 we conclude that either /&) = lQ(e,) = 0 or 
q-J@ = rQ(e2) = 0. ‘Rut B is a finite-dimensional C-algebra so either conclusion im- 
plies that b is a unit of B. Now G is an N-group, so conjugation by b E B is an ele- 
ment go E Gn Inn R. Thus for all SE S 

s= b-‘sqj =sgy 

so ggo = h E %‘(R/S) and [GH] holds. 

We say that G is an F-group of automorphisms of R if G is an N-group 
algebra of the group B is simple. We can now obtain another correspo 
theorem of interest. 
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Corollary 8.8. Let C be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R. Then 
the maps H-+R” and S -+ Y(R/S) yield a one-to-one correspondence between the 
F-subgroups H of C and the intermediate rings S:, RG which satisfy [GZ’), [GI] 
and [GC]. 

Proof. Let H be an F-subgroup of G and set S= RH. Since 2 = c,(S) is the 
algebra of the group H by Proposition 4.1, it follows from Corollary 8.1 t’5at S 
satisfies [GZ’], [GI] and [GC]. Conversely if S 2 R” satisfies these conditions, then 
it also satisfies [GH] by Lemma 8.7. Hence by Corollary 8.1 again, S= RH with 
H= %(R/S) an N-subgroup of C. Sir u the algebra of the group H is the simple 
ring 2, we conclude that H is an F-subgroup of G. 

Finally we consider a rather special situation. 

Lemma 8.9. Let G be a finite group r,f X-outer automorphisms of the simple ring 
R and let r&) = CgEG ~5 Then RG i.s simple if and only if 1 E Q(R). 

Proof. Observe that r = rG is an (R ‘, RG)-bimodule homomorphism and hence 
r(R) is an ideal of R ‘. Thus 1 E r(R) if and only if r(R) = RG. Now suppose RG is 
simple. Since T(R) #O, by Lemma 3.5, we have r(R) = RG. Conversely suppose 
s(R) =RG and let K be a nonzero ideal of RG. Then KR is a nonzero (R’, R)- 
bimodule contained in R and hence, since B = C, it follows from Lemma 5.6 that 
KR contains a nonzero ideal of R. But R is simple, so KR = R and hence RG = 
s(R) = r(KR) = Kr(R) c K. Thus RG is simple. 

Corollary 8.10. Let G be a finite group of X-outer automorphisms of the simple ring 
R und let q#)= CgeC xg. If 1 EQ(R), then the maps H-+RH and S-, Y(R/S) 
yield Q one-to-one correspondence between the subgroups H elf G and the in- 
termediate rings S 2 RG. Furthermore, each such S is simple. 

Proof. Let H be a subgroup of G and let 52 be a left transversal :for H in G. Then 
clearly 

T&X)= c c XWh=Tff 1 xw . 
heH WER (I > WEQ 

Thus since 1 E ro(R) we have 1 E an(R) and hence, by the previous lemma, RH is 
simple. 

Now let S 2 RG be any intermediate ring and set H= ‘S(R/S). Since G is X- 
outer, we know that S satisfies [GZ], [GI] and [GH]. Thus, by Proposition 7.3, S 
contains a nonzero ideal of RH. But RH is simple, by the above, so we conclude 
that S = R H. In view of Corollary 8.3, this completes the proof. 

Observe that the hypothesis 1 E Q(R) is trivially satisfied if 1 G 1-l E R. 
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rime ideals of the fixed ring 

There are numerous applications of these methods to the stud.y of the relationship 
between R and the fixed ring R G. We just discuss a few and we start with a rather 
amazing observation. Again R is a prime ring and G is an M-group of 
automorphisms. 

Proposition 9.1. Let K be the set of elements r E R such that rR is contained in a 
finitely generated right R%ubmodule of R and Rr is contained in a finite/v 

_ generated left RG-submodule of R. Then K is a nonzero two-sided ideal of R. 

Proof. For each bEB, define 

Lb= rERIrRbC i riRG for some n and r+R). 
i= 1 ) 

If rRbc ZyriR” and SER, then srRbc CysriRG. It now follows easily that Lh is a 
2-sided ideal of R. The goal is to show that L1 #O. To this end, define 

W= {beBI L,#O}. 

Then 0 E PV and W is closed under addition since clearly L, n Lb c L, + b for a, b E 18. 
Furthermore suppose b E W, a E B and let O# J be an ideal of R with Ja C, R. If 
r E Lb then, since rJab c rRb, it follows that rJ c L,, . Thus Lab 2 L,J#O, so ab E tt’ 
and W is a left ideal of B. In particular, it is a C-subspace and we wish to show 
that W=B. 

Suppose by way of contradiction that W# B. Let T and I be given by Lemmas 
2.4 and 2.5. Furthermore, (assume that the basis {b,r } is chosen compatibly with 
B = W’@ W where W’ is any complementary C-subspace and with bll E W’. Thlen 
al 1 # 0 and we left truncate T based on the 1, l-coefficient. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3,3, 
there exist rk9 ske R such that 

al I@= c w(skx) 
k 

for some d, r E R\O and some p= C cibil with q E C, cr = 1. But ~(1) C_ RG ~0 this 
implies that 

Hence O#a”,r 1~ Lp, by definition, and therefore /k W. However, since cl = 1, fi in- 
volves bll and this contradicts the choice of basis. 

We have therefore shown that W= B so 1 E W and L = Ll #O. Similarly using 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 we can show that 

is also a nonzero 2-sided ideal of R. Since K = L n L’, the result follows. 
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For each G-centrally primitive idempotent f of B let Pf= arm&f ). Clearly 
each PI is an ideal of RG. 

Lemma 9.2. With the above notation we have 
(i) annB(Pf) = BJ 

(ii) If L is an ideal of RG properly containing Ps, then ann&) = 0 and hence 
both LR and RL contain nonzero two-sided ideals of R. 

(iii) Ps is a prime ideal of RG and annRG(Pf) #to. 

Proof. Observe that if L is a subset of RG, then ann&) is a G-invariant two-sided 
ideal of B. 

(i) By definition, ann&Pi) 2 Bf.Now let f’ be any other G-centrally primitive 
idempotent of B. By Proposition 4S(ii), with I= R, there exists r E RG with 
r = rf’# 0. Since ff = 0 we have rf = rf ‘f = 0 aind r E Pf. On the other hand rf ‘# 0 so 
f’$ annB(Pf). Since B is semisimple and anriB is a G-invariant 2-sided ideal, 
this clearly implies that annB(PS) = Bf. 

(ii) Let L> PjV. Then ann&) c ann,(P,) = Bf by the above. If ann&J = Bf, 
then I: c ann,&f) = PJ, a contradiction. Thus since Bf is G-simple, we have 
ann&)=O. It now follows that the (RG, R)-bimodule LR satisfies lB(LR) =0, so 
LR contains a nonzero ideal of R by Proposition 5.3. Similarly, by Proposition 5.2, 
RL contains a nonzero ideal of R. 

(iii) Suppose L1 and L2 are ideals of RG containing Pf. If LIL2 2 Pf, then 
0 = L1 Lzf=L 1 f!,* and thus (RL,)f(L,R) = 0. It follows that RL, and L2R cannot 
both contain nonzero ideals of R. Thus by (ii) above either L, = Pf or L, = Pf and 
P+ is prime. Finally by Proposition 4S(ii) again, with I= R, there exists rE RG with 
r=rf#O. Since rPj= f f- r P - 0 and Pfr = Pffr =0, we conclude that r E annRc(PJ. 

As an immediate consequnce we have 

roposition 9.3. RG ir semiprime and the number of minimal primes of this ring is 
precisely equal to the number of G-centrally primitive idempotents of B. Aldeed t;!e 
minimal primes of R” are precisely the ideals Pf Furthermore the latter are all 
distinct and n, PI = 0. 

roof. We have already observed above that the ideals Pf are prime. Furthermord 
since 1 E B is a sum of G-centrally primitive idempotents of B, we conclude that 
flj P,= 0. This implies that RG is semiprime and that its minimal primes are 
precisely the minimal members of the set {Pf). But by Lemma 9.2(i), if PJC_ Py, 
then Bf’= annB(PY) c ann,(P,) = Bf and hence f’=f. Thus the primes Pf are in- 
cornparable and hence they are all minimal. 

Now we consider the possibility that R is a primitive ring. 
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Proposition 9.4. Let f be a G-centrally primitive idempotent of B. Then R is (right 

or left) primitive if and only if RG/,Fr is (right or left) primitive. 

roof. The argument is symmetric, so we will consider only right modules. 
Suppose first that R is primitive and let V be a faithful irreducible right R- 

module. tet K be the ideal defined by Proposition 9.1 and choose r E K, r #to. Then 
by assumption, rR c C: riR ‘. If UE V is chosen with urJt0, then since V is ir- 
reducible we have 

V= (or)R C_ i (uri)RG 
i=l 

and we deduce that V is a finitely generated RG-module. 
Now note that VfJ# V since rRG(Pf) #O by Lemma 9.2(iii) and V is faithful. 

Thus since V is a finitely generated RG-module, we can choose W to be a ma.ximal 
RG-submodule of V containing VPf. We have now found an irreducible R”- 
module, namely V/W, which is annihilated by Pr. Finally let L = rRG( V/ Cz’) so 
that L is a 2-sided ideal of RG containing PJ. Since VL c W’ we have V(RL) c CZ’ 
and hence RL cannot contain a Sonzero ideal of R. We conclude therefore from 
Lemma 9.2(ii) that L = Pf and hence that RG/Pf is a primitive ring. 

In the other direction, let W be a faithful irreducible module for RG/qf. Then 
there exists a maximal right ideal M of RG with RG/M= W. Hence Pr is the largest 
2-sided ideal of RG contained in M. We first show that MR+R. To this end, sup- 
pose R =MR and let r(x) and I be given by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Then 

I=RI=IMRI==MI 

and since r is an (RG, RG)-bimodule homomorphism we have 

r(I) = t(MI) = MT(I) 5 MRG c_ M. 

Thus r(l) is a 2-sided ideal of RG contained in M, so T(I) C, ID’ and T(l)f = 0. Since 
this car. *radicts Lemma 4-A we therefore have R >MR. 

We can now choose N to be a maximal right ideal of R containing MR. Then 
V= R/N is an irreducible right R-module and, since Nn RG:-= M by the maximality 
of M, we see that V contains the RG. submodule (RG + N)/lc,l-- RG/M= W. Thus if 
J= rR( V), then Jn RG c I:~+ W) = Pf and hence (Jn RG)f = 0. We conclude from 
Proposition 4.5(i) that J=:Q and therefore that V is a faithful irreducible R-module. 
In other words, R is a primitive ring. 

It follows from the above that if pr is a primitive ideal of RG then so is PJ- t‘or 
all f’. As a corollary we obtain 

Proposition 9.5. If R is simpIe, then RG is a finite direct sum of primitiw rings. 

Proof. Since R is simple, IQ = R and hence B G R. In particular, if f, , f& 
the G-centrally primitive idempotents of B, then &ER~ and1 hence R” = 
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Furthermore from this decomposition it is clear that 

PI- I = an+&f;:, = 0 fkRG9 
k+i 

so _f;:RG=RG/P/I. But R is surely primitive so each PA is a primitive ideal by the 
preceding result and hence each hRG is primitive. 

It is known that these primitive summands need not be simple [16, Example 2.81. 
We close with a result needed in Section 12. It is actually true without the assump- 
tion that RG is prime, using a more general definition of the Martindale ring of 
quotients Qo(R) which is applicable to semiprime rings. 

Proposition 9.6. Let G be an M-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R. If 
RG is prime, then Qo(RG) = Qo(RJG. 

Proof. Observe that G extends uniquely to a-group of automorphisms of Q*(R) so 
the fixed ring QoQR)G makes sense and is an extension of the prime ring RG. 

Let qE QO(R)G and let I be a nonzero ideal of R with Iq G R. By Proposition 
4.5(i), In RG # 0 and if q +O, then (In RG)q #O. Now (In RG)q c R and since the 
left hand side is fixed by G we have (In RG)q C, RG. Thus q determines an element 
of Qo(RG) and in this way we clearly obtain a homomorphism Qo(R)G +QO(RG). 
Moreover this map is an embedding since if q #O, then (In RG)q #O and hence the 
image of q is not zero. We can now vie-w QO(R)’ as a subring of QO(RG). 

Now let 0 E QO(RG). Then there exists an ideal I# 0 of RG and a left RG-module 
homomorphism $:I-+RG which determines 4”. We extend f to f: RI+R by 
defining 

for rk E R, yk E I. This map will certainly extend f and be a left R-module homo- 
morphism provided we show it is well defined. To this end it suffices to show that 
c k rkyk = 0 implies 1 k rk( yk3) = 0. 

Let r(x) = Ci aixgrbi be an outer trace form given by Lemma 2.4 with ai, bi e B. 
Furthermore we can assume that go = 1, b. = 1 and that { ai 1 gi = 1) is C-linearly in- 
dependent. By Lemma 2.5 there exists a nonzero ideal J of R with r(J) c RG. Now 

suppose c, rkyk = 0 with rkE R, yk d and consider the truncation of T defined by 

k i 

Since go = I, b0 = I we note that 50 = & r&k.,?). 
Nciw let je J. Then 0 = Ek jr,& so since yk E RG we have 
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But x(jrk) E RG and f is a left RG-module homomorphism, so applying $ yields 

In other words, T vanishes’ on the nonzero ideal J of R. Lelmma 3.5 now im,plies 
that O=&= Ckrk(ykf) and f: RI-+R is well defined. 

Since RG is prime, Lemma %2(ii) implies that RI contains, a nonzero two-sided 
idea1 L of R. Hence f: L--4? determines an element 4~ Qo(R). It is now easy to see 
that yq =yf= ya E RG for all y E I. Thus if ge G we obtain yqg = (yq)” = yq, so 
Rl(q - qg) = 0 and therefore q E Qo(R)G c Qo(RG). But thlen f(q - q) = 0 yields 
Q = q E Qo(RG), so we have the reverse inclusion, namely Qo(R”) G Q{)(R)“, anid the 
proposition is proved. 

10. Embeddings 

We now wish to study the various embeddings of a ring S2 RG into R. iIn this 
regard, the following lemma is crucial. Here R is a prime ring and G is an M-group 
of automorphisms. 

Lemma 10.1. Let S 2 RG satisfy [GI] and [GH] and Let cp : S -+R be an isomor@sm 
into with (p the identity on RG. If f is a primitive idernpotent of 2 I= C&S), then 
there exists b E B, g E G such that b = f gb # 0 and sgb = bsG? for ail s E S. Furtll m 
more, lf g E G (7 Inn R, then g = 1. Finally if e is an idempotent of Z with fe f c and 
if q extends to an embedding (p : (S, e>-+Q, then we may assume that b = be”“. 

Proof. Let T(X) = C i aix’bi be the trace form given by Lemma 7.1 for J“ and use 
the notation of that lemma. In particular, H= Gn ://‘(R/S) and I is a nonzero ideal 
of R with 7(l) c RG. We can now apply Lemma 6.2 to this form and obtain a form 
T(x) = xi aixg’zi and a nonzero ideal J of R such that T(xj) is an (R, S)-truncation 
of r for all j E J. Additional properties of T are listed in Lemma 6.2 and will be used 
in the course of the proof. 

For each subscript t we define 8, : J-+Q as follows. Let jE J and write 
T(xj) = Ck r(xrk)sk with r,k E R, sk E S. Then we let 

We must first show that this is well defined. Thus supplose T&i) = x4 rW$, )SA 
with rkE R, Sk ES. Then for any YE i we have 

c 7(Y@k = c 7(YFk)Sk 
k k 

and since r(l) C_ RG we have, applying cp, 
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In other words, the form 

T(x) = C 7(xrk)sr- 
k 

vanishes on I. Let g E A, the transversal for Go in G, and observe that if 
gi E G,g = gGo, then g, = g by assumption on t. Furthermore {ai ( gi = g} is q- 
linearly independent. Thus it follows from Lemma 3.5 applied to the form r(xg ) 
that & =0 for all k. In particular 

k k 

and 8; is well defined. 
We now study 8, : J-+Q in more detail. Since T(x(jl +j,)) = T(xj,) + T(xj2), it is 

clear that 6t is additive. Furthermore, T(xrj) can be obtained from T(xj) by replac- 
ing x by xr so we have easily 0,(rj) = rgrt?,(j). Observe that 0,(J) c Rb,R and for 
some nonzero ideal L of R we have Lgtb, C_ R. Hence &(LJ) = LgfOI(J) c R fpd, by 
replacing J_yith LJ if necessary, we can now assume that 0, : J-+ R. Since 0p (rj) = 

rV (j)!,e,g is a left R-module homomorphism and there exists an element ar E Q 
with e,gl (j) = ji& or equivalently 

e,(j) = jglqtg, = jg*g, where qr = $ E Q- 

Again, by Lemma 6.2, we have zi ~2 and if zi #O, then gi EH’. It follows from 
this that T(xjs) = T(xj)s for s E S and hence we have easily e,(js) = tJ,(j)s”. Thus the 
above formula for 8, yields 

jgfsglqt = e,fjsj = e,(jp = jg’qlsCD 

and since this holds for all j E J we have sgfqt = qts9. Moreover both g, and p fix 
RG c S, so qr centralizes RG and hence qt E I3 by Proposition 4.1. Now let U#O be 
an ideal of R with U”G R and set W= JUG J so that W#O and wfr J. Observe that 
for any WE W, both w and wf belong to J and hence, by Lemma 6.2, 
T(xwf) = T(xw). This implies that f$( wf) = 8,(w), so 

wgy glqr = e,(w) = e,(w) = wg’q, 

and since this holds for all w E W, we have fglql = qt. Note further that gf E A so 
that if g, E Go, then g, = 1. 

It remains to find some t with qr #O. To this end, suppose that e is an idem- 
potent of 2 with ,cfe+: 0 and that (p extends to an embedding cp : (S, e>-+Q. Observe 
that this condition is trivially satisfied with e= 1. Since z. = f, we have zoe = fed 
and it follows from Lemma 3.5 that the outer trace form T(x)e does not vanish on 
the nonzero ideal IJ. Thus there exist y E I, j E J with T(yj)e#O. Now write 
T&i) = z& Z(Xr& with rk f R, Sk E s. Then 

0 # T(yj)e = c ?(yr&ke. 
k 
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Thus since q : (S, e>-+Q is an embedding and r( yrk) E RG we have 

Hence for some t, B,(j)eV#O so q,eV#O. 
Finally, for this t, set b = q,eP and g = g,. Since fQl = q, we have f”b = b and 

since eq is an idempotent we have be rp = b #to. Furthermore since e centralizes S, e@ 
centralizes P, so multiplying the equation sgfql = q,sv on the riglht by e@ yields 
sgb = bs? In particular, this implies that b centralizes R”, so b E B and the lemma 
is proved. 

In general the question of whether embeddings cp : S -+ R are actually the restric- 
tion of elements of G is closely related to the minimal primes of S and even more 
so to the central idempotents of Z. In this section we will just indicate some of the 
more satisfactory consequences of the above lemma. We start with the X-outer case. 

Proposition 10.2. Let G be a finite group of X-ot. ~ter errtomorphisms of the prim’ - 

ring R and let S 1 RG. If p : S-G is an isomorphism into with (p the identity on R”, 
then p is the restriction of some g E G. 

Proof. Since B = C, we know that S satisfies [GI] and [GHJ. Thus by the previous 
lemma with f = 1, there exists b E B\O, ge G with sgb = b.9’ for all SE S. But b is a 
central unit of Q, so we can cancel and obtain sg =A 

Proposition 10.3. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the domain R and let 
S 2 RG. If ~0 : S +R is an isomorphism into with cp the identity on R”. then cp is the 
restriction of some g E G. 

Proof. Since B is a division ring, by Corollary 8.4, we know that S automatically 
satisfies [GI] and [GH]. Thus by Lemma 10.1 wtih f = 1, there exists b E B\, 0, g t’ G 
with sgb = bsv for all s E S. Since b is a unit of B, conjugation by b gives rise to an 
element go E G and we have scp = b- ’ sgb = sggo. 

Proposition lOA c t G be an N-group of X-inner automorphisms of the pr,ime rin..: 
R and let SZJ’ @ [GI]. Suppose p : S +R is an isomorphism into with cp thrr 
identity on RG. A I6 c. 7; p is the restriction of some g E G if and onI_v if ~11 es-tends tS 
an embedding (p: (S, Z)+Q where Z=CB(S). 

Proof. It is clear th2.i if Q is the restriction of some g E G, then cp does indeed extend 
to an embedding (p : ([S, Z)-+Q. Conversely suppose v, : {S, Z) +Q exists and let 
1 =f1 +fz+ l *a +fn be a decomposition of 1 into orthogonal primitive idempotenns 
of 2. Since S satisfies [GI] and since [GH] is automatically satisfied, Lemma IO. f 
applies. Indeed since G is X-inner, we conclude that for each i there exists 
with sbi = bi.P for all s E S and bi =,f;:bi = bicf;:‘+ 0. 
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Now cf;: is a primitive idempotent of 2, so it follows that /z,-(&) contains no 
nonzero idempotents. Thus by Lemma 8.6(i), since Sbi =&SQ, we conclude that 
!@(bi) = I,(A). Set ?J = hi, + b2 + l . . + b, E B and observe that bJp = bi since for j f i, 

bjh’ = bjfi”h’= 0. Thus is’ qb = 0 for some (7 E Q, then O= qbLv = qbi and hence 
0 =&i by the above. But 1 = CA so we have 9 = 0 and b is left regular in Q and 
hence invertible in B. Finally by adding the equations sbi = his’ we conclude that 
sb = bsv so sp = b-‘sb. Since conjugation by b is an element of the N-group C, the 
result follows. 

It is clear in the above that we need only assume that (p can be extended to (S, 2’) 
where 2’ is a subring of 2 containing a full set of orthogonal primitive idempotents 
of Z. 

11. Embeddings and minimal primes 

Again let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R. If ~0 : S-6 

is an isomorphism, then surely (p maps the minimal primes of S to those of S. As 
we will see, these minimal primes play an important role in understanding the nature 
of (p. 

Lemma 11.1. Let Sg RG satisfy [GZ], [GI] and [GH]. Set Z=&(S), H= g(R/S) 
and let f,, fi, . . . , fn be the H-centrally primitive idempotents of 2. If Pi = arms(A), 
then 

(i) The ideals P, , P2, . . . , P, are the distinct minimal primes of S and 
P,nfybnp~=o. 

(ii) iHUlz(Pi) = Zfi . 
(iii) If f is any nonzero idempotent in Zfi, then annS (f) = Pi and hence the vnap 

s -+fs yields a natural isomorphism S/Pi -jS. 

Proof. By Proposition 7.3, H is an N-subgroup of G with algebra of the group Z. 
Furthermore, S contains a two-sided ideal K of RH = s with r&) = IQ(K) = 0. For 
each i, let pi = anng( fi) S’O that Pi = Pi f7 S. Note that Kgpi since Kfi #O. By Pro- 
position 9.3, the ideals pi are the distinct minimal primes of S and npi =O. Thus 
certainly nPi = 0. Moreover from Kpi c pins = Pi and Lemma 9.2(i), we have 
annz(PJ =ann&ji) = ZJ and hence the ideals Pi are incomparible. Np u ?pose 
S, t E S with sSt C_ Pia Then sKt c Pi c Pi and since K is an ideal of OF .,ot contained 
in pi, we deduce that s or t is contained in PiinS = Pi. Henr: dach Pi is prirre. 
Finally if .f is a nonzero idempotent in Zh, then annz(anns(f)) is an N-invariant 
ideal of Z containing f so we conclude immediately that arms(f) = arms(J) = Pi 
and the lemma is proved. 

If e is an idempotent in a semisimple Artinian ring A, then we define rkAe, the 
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rank of e, to be the composition length of eA. This is of course the maximum w 
such that e can be written as a sum of m orthogonal idempotents and thus the rank 
is right-left symmetric. 

Lemma 11.2. Let A be a semisimple Artinian ring and let el , e2 be idempotents in 
A. Suppose there exists b E A such that b = el 6 = be2 and assume that at least two 
of the three equalities lA(el) =lA(b), rl?(ez) = m(b), rk,4(el) = rkA(e2) are satisfied. 
Then there is a unit UEA with b=elu=ue2. 

Proof. Certainly one of the two annihilator conditions is saltisfied and by symmetry 
we may suppose that lA(eE) = r,(b). Naw right multiplication by b defines a left A- 
module homomorphism 

.4e, -+Ae,b=Ab=AbezCAez. 

This map is one-to-one since if (ael)b = 0, then ael E 1’A(b) = lA(el) and hence 
ael = (ael)el = 0. We claim that the map is onto Aez. Indleed if rk,(e,) = rk,(e:), 
this is obvious since both Ae2 and the image of Ael have the same composition 
length. On the other hand if r,(ez) = rA(b), then rA(Ab) = rk(Ae2) and again, since 
A is semisimple, we have Ab = Ae,. 

Thus Ael = Ae2 via multiplication by b and by the Jordan-Holder theorem we 
also have A( 1 - el) = A( I- ez). Combining these we have an isomorphism .+1 A = .~g A 
and this of course must be achieved via right multiplication by a unit II E A. Thus 
we have e+=e,b=b and A(l-eI)u=A(l -ez). Hence 

u= lu=e++(l -e,)u=b+a’(l -e2) 

for some a% A and then ue2 = be2 = b. 

Given the situation of Lemma 11.1) if ej is ai centrially primitive idempotent of Z 
contained in Zfi, theh we define deg Pi = rkzei. Since all such ej are H-conjugate, 
this is well defined. Furthermore we let mult Pi, the r;-,ultiplicity of PI , be the 
number of distinct Hi-conjugates of ei. Thus clearly r kzj> = icieg P&(mult P,) and 

C (deg Pj)(mult Pi) = rkz( 1). 

We now come to the main result on embeddings. 

Theorem 11.3. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring R and ier 
S, s> RG both satiz& [GZ], [GI] and [GH]. Suppose cp : S -6 is an isom 
which is the identity on RG and assume that P and P= Pp are correspond4 
minimal primes of S and s. Let e be a centrally primitive idempotent of 2 
with Pe = 0 and let f be a primitive idempotent in Ze. Similarly let 4 be 
primitive idempotent of 2 = C,(s) with & = 0 and I’et _j? be a primitive idera 
in 2%. 
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(i) There exists an element g E G such that ( fsjg =ssQ) for all s E S. Hence g ‘in- 
dullces’ the isomorphism (p : S/P-,3/P via the combined map 

(ii) (rkse)J(deg P) = (rk&Wdeg P). 
(iii) If either deg P= deg P or rkse = rk& then there exists g E G with (es)g = &F’ 

for all s E S. 

roof. (i) By Lemma 10.1 there exists b EB, g E G such that b =fgb#O and 
, sgb = bsq for all s E S. Now b it 0 so there exists a primitive idempotent f of 2 with 
by+ 0. Since $ commutes with sV, we can now clearly replace b by by and assume 
in addition that by= b. Observe that Sgb = bS and both Sg and S satisfy [GI]. Thus 
since both f g and $ are primitive idempotents of Zg and 2 respectively, we con- 
clude from Lemma 8.6(i)(ii) that IQ(b) = rQ< f g, and rQ(b) = ra(3). Lemma 11.2 ap- 
plied to the semisimple algebra B now implies that there is a unit UE B with 
b =f gu = uj! Thus for all s E S 

sgf gu = sgb = b# = u3se 

and hence u-~s~_~~u =$Y But conjugation by the unit u E B corresponds to an ele- 
ment g, in the N-group G, so replacing g by ggo yields (sf)g =$A ’ 

Since f annihilates P, it follows that $ annihilates P = PY But all such primitive 
idempotents of 2 which annihilate P are in fact R-conjugate, where tTi= %(R/S). 
This follows since fl transitively permutes the simple components in annz(P), by 
Lemma 1 1 . l(ii), and since, within Oxh simple component, primitive idempotents 
are conjugate via units of 2 and hence via elements of H. Thus .7=3’ for some 
RE ri. Since R centralizes 3, we conclude that (sf )gK = ($97’ =jsq and (i) follows 
from Lemma II 1 . l(iii). 

(ii) Since the primitive idempotents of eZ are all conjugate to f, we have 
rkD(e)=rkZ(e). rkB(f)=deg Prk,(f) and similarly rk&Q=degP* rk&‘). How- 
ever, as a consequence of (i) above, we have f g =f and hence 

rk&e)/deg P= rks(f) = rk&) = rk&)/deg P. 

(ii) In view of (ii), deg P=deg P if and only if rks(e) = rk,(e). Thus we can 
assume that the latter ranks are equal. Let g E G be as in (i) and define 

V=(bEB/egb=b,bP=b,sgb=bsP for all ES}. 

Then V is clearly a unitary (Zgeg, &!)-bimodule and V# 0 since f g =,jk V. Further- 
more, Zgeg and 23 are simple Artinian rings, so it follows from Lemma 8.5 that 
there exists b E B with Zzgeg(b) = 0 or rZp(b) = 0. Again Sgb = bs and both Sg and S 
satisfy [GI]. Thus we conclude from Lemma 8.6(i) or (ii) that either [Q(b) = lQ(eg) 
or rQ(b) = r&). Lemma 11.2 applied to the semisimple algebra B now implies that 
there exists a unit u E B with b = egu = UP. Since conjugation by u corresponds to an 
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element go E G it follows (easily as in (i) that (se)ggo := U- ‘(se)% = e.9’ for all A E S 
;nd the theorem is proved. 

Note that if cp : S--d is given, then it is not necess’arily true that deg P= deg P. 
Hence this hypothesis is certainly required in (iii) above. Now suppose that 2 and 
2 are simple so that e = e = 1. Since [GZ’] and [GI] imply [GH], by Lemma 8.7’, we 
obtain immediately 

Corollary 11.4. Let G be lan N-group of autonzorphisms of the prime rs’ng Is and 
let S, Sz RG satisfy [GZ’] and [GI]. If p : S -6 is an isomorphism which i.s the 
identity on R G, then p is the restriction of some g E G. 

We will consider a number of examples in Section I3 which show that the akbove 
results, and in particular Theorem 11.3(iii), precisely indicate the extent to which v 
agrees with elements of G. One can of course assume a homogeneity condition on 
(p to force the group elements g so obtained, for each centrally primitive idempotent , 
to agree appropriately. However we will not pursue this ideal further except to point 
out in the following lemma that the group elements need only agree modulo 
X-inners. 

Lemma 11.5. Let S, S 2 R” both satisfy [GZ]. [GI] anId [GH:] and let q : S -6 be alrt 
isomorphism which is the identity on R G. Suppose that for each minimal prime ,P 
of S we have deg P= deg PV and mult P = mult PY Then there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence ei eei between the centrally primitive idelmpotents ei of 2 = C&) and 
ei of Z= C,(S) such that, for some gi E G, (eis)gl = Pis’ for a11 s E S. Ftrrthermore (1‘ 
the elements gi all agree module Go = G fl Inn R, then (p is the restriction of some 
gEG. 

Proof. Since the minimal primes of S and s correspond, it follows from Lemma 
11. I(ii) and mult P= mult Pp that the centrally primitive idempotents of 2 and of 
2 correspond. Furthermore from Theorem 11.3(iii) and deg P= deg Pv, there exist 
group elements gi with (eis)gl= eiSv for all s E S. Finally suppose all gi agree with 
g E G modulo Go. Then there exist units bi E B with 

SO (bi Pi)s’ =sg(efbi). In particular biei =efbi. 
NOW let b = Cj biei E B. Then bsv - -sgb for all SE S and li is a unit of B. indeed, 

for the latter, if qb =0, then 

0 = qbej = qbjej = qef bj 

and hence 0 = qej. g But I= C e!, so q = 0 and therefore b is left regular and hence 
a unit in the finite-dimensional algebra B. Thus conjugation by b gives rise to an 
element go E G and we conclude that sv = b’sgb = sggO SC) (p is the restrict i 

ggo (5 G* 
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12. Almost normal subgroups 

In this section we use the results on extensions of automorphisms to study normal 
and, more generally, almost normal subgroups of G. Again R is a prime ring and 
G is an N-group of automorphisms of R unless otherwise indicated. Recall that 
Hg G is an F-subgroup if H is an N-subgroup of G with B(H), the algebra of the 
group of H, a simple ring. 

Proposition 12.1. Let H be an F-subgroup of G and let K= iNo( Then RH is a 
prime ring and Y(RH/RG) = K/H. 

Proof. Proposition 9.3 implies that RH is prime. If ge G, then (RH)g=RHg, so g 
stabilizes RH if and only if g EK. In particular K acts on RH and fixes RG so the 
restriction map yields a homomorphism of K into :9(RH/RG). Observe that 
?7(R/RH)= H, by Theorem 4.3, so the kernel of this homomorphism is H. Fur- 
thermore since H is an F-group, R H satisfies [GZ’] and [GI] and hence, by Cor- 
ollary 11.4: every automorphism of RH fixing RG is the restriction of some g E G. 
But then g stabilizes RH so gE K and the homomorphism is onto. 

Several natural questions now arise in the above situation. First, when is RG the 
fixed ring of Y(RH/RG) and second, when is this group an N-group of automor- 
phisms of the prime ring RH. We consider these in the remainder of this section. 

If A is a ring we let usp(A) denote the linear span of its units. It is clear that 
usp(A) is a subring of A with the same 1. 

Lemma 12.2. Let A be an Artinian ring. Then A is semisimple if and only if usp(A) 
is semisimple. 

Proof. If A is semisimple, then A = @ Ai is a direct sum of simple rings. If no Ai 
is GF(2), then it follows easily that usp(A) =A. On the other hand if some Ai is 
GF(2), then usp(A)= @‘Ai where ’ indicates that all but one GF(2) summand is 
deleted. Conversely suppose usp(A) is semisimple and let J be the radical of A. Then 
1+ Jc usp(A) implies that JC usp(A) and hence that J= 0. 

Again let H be an F-subgroup of G. Then K/H= 3(RH/RG) and we now 
describe the algebra of the group (of K/H. 

Lelnrna 12.3. Let H be an F-subgroup of G and let K= IN,(H). Then B&K/H) = 
H, where B = B(G). Furthermore this is a finite-dimensional algebra ovek the 

extended centroid of RH and every unit of this algebra gives rise to an X-rnner 
auitornorphism of R H. 

roof. By Proposition 9.6 applied to H, we have QO(RH) =Qo(R)H and thus 
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BHc Qo(RH). Observe that if q is a unit of B jf, then qmlRHq c R and, since the left 
hand side is fixed by H, we have q-* RHq c RH. Thus each such q gives rise to an 
X-inner automorphism of RH fixing R ‘” In view of Proposition 12.1 this yields 
usp(BH) C &&K/H). 

Conversely let q E Q9(RH) = Qo(R)H be a unit which gives rise to an automor- 
phism of RH fixing RG. Then q E B, by Proposition 4.1, so q E Bn Qo(R)N = BH. 
Since q is a unit we have q E usp(BH) and the reverse inclusion is proved. Finally 
observe that H, = H17 Inn R centralizes the extended centroid C of R so the finite 
group H/HO acts on this field. Thus C is finite-dimensional over CH and. hence $0 
is B. But clearly CHc Qo(RH) is contained in the extended centroid of RH so the 
result follows. 

We now formally begin the proof of Theorem D and we fix notation for the re- 
mainder of this section. Thus we let H be an F-subgroup of G! K = N,(H) and 
Z= B(H). By assumption, 2 is simple and we let T (denote its center. 

Lemma 12.4. Let ,W be the group of units of B whick give rise to autmnorphism 
of K and let CT denote the group of units of 2. 

(i) If h E H and k E: 3, then kh = kz for some z E ,,vr’: 
(ii) ~?a3t’ and ,fl.m(3BH) is a subgroup of x of jinite index. 

Proof. (i) Since k E B, k-* kh is a unit of B. Furthermore since k gives rise to an clc- 
ment of K= N,(H), we see that, in its action on R, k-‘kh = k-‘h-‘kh is an element 
of H. Thus this unit k-’ kh must belong to B(H) =Z. 

(ii) Since H is an N-subgroup of G, all units of 2 give rise to automorphims in 
H and hence in K. Thus .#’ is a subgroup of .x’ and in fact , w a x since Ha A’. This 
implies that .&Y nBH) is a subgroup of .x’. Now .X acts om 2 ty conjugation and 
hence also on T, the center of 2. Since T is a finite field extension of C and 3 cen- 
tralizes C, we conclude that J’i = .J’ nUZB( T) has finite index in A. Thus it suffices 
to show that fljvf7 BH) has finite index in ,x, . 

Let kE Yl. Then conjugation by k yields an automorphism of the simple finite 
dimensional algebra 2 which fixes the center of 2. By the Sk.olem-Noet her theorem. 

this automorphism must be inner on 2. Thus there exists z E ,x‘ such that Z- *k cen- 
tralizes 2. We have therefore shown that x1 = .K.$ where .q = .J’ nQZ,(Z) and thus 
it suffices to show that [YZ : T”(x n BH)] < 00. Here To denotes the multiplicative 
group of T and clearly To = t ff7 A$. Note that H acts on B, 2 and T and that 
HO = H(I Inn R acts trivially on T. Thus if L = C,(T), then L 2 HO so 1 H/L’ < 00. 

Furthermore, since H c K it is clear that H acts on A’ and then on .+. Our goal is 
to show that [X2 : .XflBL] c 00 and then that .#‘f?B’ = T”(~‘flBH). This will 
surely prove the result. 

Observe that HO centralizes -iv, so that the finite group L/HO acts on ~‘2. Fix 
h EL and, for each kE & write k h= kA(k) where l(k)E: ,w by (i) above. Si~~ce 
kh, k E X2 we see that A(k) c ,W7 Y2 =T” and thus A is a rnap from ~‘2 to T”. in- 
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deed if kt , k2 E X2 then, since X2 centralizes To. we have 

kl k&k, k2) = (k, k2)’ = kfk; 

and il : X2 + To is actually a linear character. Furthermore since h EL acts trivially 
on To we have easily kh”l = kit(k)m for all integers m. But lL/H,I < 00, so h” E Ho 
for some n> 1 and thus A is a homomorphism from .%5 into the finite group of n-th 
roots of unity in T. We conclude therefore that h centralizes a subgroup of finite 
index in .J> namely the kernel of A. Since this is true for each element h EL and 
since L/H, is finite? we deduce that [.W,: Xf#] <a. 

Finally observe that .X/f7BL 2 T”(.~CIBH) and fix ke .~‘n& Then for each 
h E H we have, by (i) above, k h = kp(h) where p(h) E .#y’. Again since kh, k E .y2 we 
see that p(h) E .Wn X2 = To and thus p is a map from H to To. Indeed since L acts 
trivially on k E J’ n BL, ~1 is actually a map from the finite group H/L to To. Next 
suppose hl : h2 E H. Then 

kp(hl h2) = khlh2 = (k/&h,))“‘= kp(h2)ji(h,)h2 

so p satisfies Noether’s equation p(hlh2) =p(hl)h2&h2). Therefore by the above 
remarks and the fact that H/L acts faithfully on the field T, we conclude that ,u is 
a trivial crossed homomorphism. In other words, there exists t E To with p(h) = t/th 
for all hEH. But then k h = kp(h) = kUth implies that kt E .X nBH and hence that 
k=t-‘krE T”(JW?~). Thus .#nBL= T”(.X/nBH) and, as indicated above, this 
completes the proof. 

Lemma 12.5 -_ i!?(K) is semisi m le I and only if usp(BH) is semisimple. p y 

Proof. It is clear that A = usp(BH) is a subalgebra of B(K). 
Suppose first that B(K) is semisimple and let J be the radical of A. Then J is a 

characteristic nilpotent ideal of the finite-dimensional algebra A. Now if k is a unit 
of B(K) giving rise to an element of K, then K= N&H) implies that 
k-‘(BH)k= BH and hence that k-‘Jk = J. Since B(K) is spanned by such elements 
k, it follows that Jo B(K) = B(K) l J is a two-sided ideal of B(K) which is clearly also 
nilpotent. Thus since B(K) is semisimple, we have J= 0. 

Conversely suppose A is semisimple and let I be the radical of B(K). Then since 
H C_ K we see that B(K) and hence I is H-invariant. Moreover 2 = B(H) C_ B(K). Sup- 
pose k is a unit of B(K) giving rise to an element of K. Then k-‘Zk = 2 impLies that 
kZ is a (2, Z)-strbbimodule of B(K). Moreover 2 is a simple ring and k is a unit SO 

kZ is therefore a simple (2, Zj-bimodule. Since B(K) is the linear span of all such 
k, we see that B(K) = C, kZ and hence that B(K) = @ kiZ, a direct sum of certain 
of these simple subbimodules. 

NOW suppose I#O. For each w E I\0 and direct sum B(K) = @ kiZ as above, we 
look at the number of nonzero components of w written in thL decomposition. We 
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now choose w and the decomposition B(K)=@k;Z so that this number, say in, k 
minimal. In particular if we write w= z k;zi with zi E Z, then precisely n of the :: 

are nonzero and say z1 #to. NOW @kr’kiZ is also a decomposition of B(K) and, 
in this decomposition, C k,* kizi = k;’ w E I has the same parameter n. Thus we can 
replace w by ki’ w if necessary and assume that kl = 1. Next, since Z is a simple 
ring we have 1 E Zz, 2. Thus since each k, 7 is a (Z, Z)-bimodule, we can clearly 
replace w by a suitable element of ZwZ c I to further assume that z1 = 1. 

Finally, we observe from Lemma 12.4(i) that each kZ is H-invariant. Thus if 
h E H, then since kl q = 1, we see that wh - w E I has at most n - 1 nonzero com- 
ponents in the decomposition B(K) = @kiZ. By the minimality of rt, we conclude 

that wh =w for all heH so WEBB. Furthermore w is nilplotent so ! + w is a unit 

of BH and hence w E usp(BH) = A. We have therefore shown that In A # 0. But 
A C_ B(K) so IWI is a nilpotent ideal of the semisimple ring A and we obtain rhe 
necessary contradiction. 

In view of Lemma 12.2 and the above, we see that B(K) is semisimple if and 01~1~ 
if BH is semisimple. 

We recall some definitions from Section 1 as applied to the present situation. 1 f A’ 
is an M-subgroup of G, then K can be completed to an N-subgroup #? of G by ad- 
joining to K the action of all units of B(K). Thus clearly B(K) = B(K) and fur-t her- 

more RK = R’ since any element of R fixed by K is fixed by all units of B(A’ ). WC 
say that H is almost normal in G if for K= IN&H) we have & G. Finally R”/;R”” 

is N-group Galois if Y(RH/RG) is an N-group of automorphisms of the prime ring 
RH with fixed ring equal to RG. We now prove Theorem ID. 

Theorem 12.6. Let G be an N-group of automorphisms oj’rhe prime ring R and !U 
H be an F-subgroup of G. Then RH is N-group Galois over RG if and on/j if H is 
almost normal in G. 

Proof. Suppose first that RH is N-group Galois over R”. Then usp(B”) is 
semisimple by Lemma 12.3 and hence so is B(K) by Lemma, 12.5. Thus K is an 
M-subgroup of G and we let &? denote its completion. in. particular h’ is an 
N-subgroup of G with RK= R’. Now by assumption and Proposition 12.1, l,ie 
have 

Thus Theorem 4.3 applied to J? yields K= G and H is almoc,t normal. 
Conversely, suppose M is almost normal in G. In particul;lr, B(K) = B is b(:k- 

simple and hence so is usp(BH) by Lemma 12.5. Thus by Lemma C.3, 
B&K/H) = usp(BH) is a semisimple finite-dimensional algebra lover the CstendeL 
centroid of RH and every unit of this algebra gives rise to an X-inner auto 
phism of RH. Moreover, since G is the completion of K we have 
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It remains to show that the X-inner automorphisms have finite index in K/N. 
We now apply the notation and result of Lemma 12.4(ii). Then 

[.x’ : .w(xnBH)] < 00 and this implies that [KO : f-f&] < QO where &= KnInn R, 
&=HnInn R and where K, is the image of .xnBH in Aut(R). But, by Lemma 
12,3, every element of Ki gives rise to an X-inner automorphism of R H. Hence 
since 9(R H/RG) = K/H and [K : Ko] < 00 we conclude that the X-inner automor- 
phisms in Y(RH/RG) are indeed a subgroup of finite index and the theorem is 
proved. 

We remark that normal F-subgroups are rather scarce while almost normal ones 
are plentiful. For example suppose G is an X-inner F-group so that B is simple. 
Since the group of units of B is a general lineal* group and hence close to simple, 
we see that G has few normal subgroups. On the other hand, suppose H is an 
F-subgroup of G with Z= B(H) having the same center T as that of B. Then it 
follows that B = Z@&(Z). Hence if C,(Z) is spanned by its units and 
K= NGjH), we conclude that B(K) = B so H is almost normal in G. 

13. Examples 

In this final section we discuss a few interesting examples. In all cases, R is a 
matrix ring over a domain and in fact the domain is either a field K or a noncom- 
mutative free algebra. We note that if F=K(x,, x2, . . . ) is such an algebra, then F 
is a domain with extended centroid K and with no nonidentity X-inner 
automorphisms. 

We begin with three examples related to the existence of trace forms, the third 
one being due to G.M. Bergman. Recall that the dual group B*= Horn@, C) is a 
right B-module. 

Example 13.1. Let R = M,(K) and let G = GLJK). Then B=M,(K) and the map 
6 : B*-+B defined by S(e$ = 0 for j # 1 and e(e$) = eli is a B-module homomor- 
phism. Here of course {eU} is the set of matrix units of B and {et} is the clual basis 
of B*. As in Lemma 2.3, 8 yields the well known trace form s(x) = xi eiIxeli. 

Example 13.2. Let R =lW(K) with char K=p> 2 and let G be the group of inner 
automorphismti; generated by 

Then 1 G I= 2p and B is the 3-dimensional K-algebra spanned by et l, e22 and e12. In 
particular, B is not semisimple so G is not an A&group. Observe that the map 
6 : B* -+B givevn by &e,*,) = 0, O(e,*,) = ei2 and e(eG) = ell defines a right B-module 
homomorphism. As in Lemma 2.3, this gives rise to a nontrivial trace form 
r(x) = e22xe12 + ei2xel ). 
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Example 13.3. Suppose F= K{x, y) where char K=p> 2, let R = M,(F) and let G 
be the finite group of inner automorphisms generated by 

(:, “I>* (:, :> and (A :>. 
Then IG[ =2p2 and RG= K, embedded as scalars. Furthermore, the algebra of the 
group B is the 4-dimensional K-algebra spanned by lel t, e22, -lyeI and yei2. It is easy 
to verify directly that there is no nonzero B-module homomorphism 0 : B* -+ B. 

Alternately let I be the ideal of R generated by x and y. Thien I#0 is G-invariant, 
but InRG = InK= 0. Hence the nonexistence of 6 follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 
4.6. 

The next two examples concern the independence of the four Galolis subring con- 
ditions, the second being due to Teichmuller. We could of course offer numerous 
examples to cover other possibilities, but these are the only really interesting cases. 

Example 13.4. Let K= GF(2), R = A&(K), G = GL,(K) 2: SymJ and let S be the 
diagonal subring of R. Then G is an N-group of inner automorphisms, S 2 R” = A’ 
and Z= c,(S) = S. Furthermore, S satisfies [GI], [GH], [GC] and 2: is semisimple. 
However, in spite of Theorem 7.4, we have LY = :$(R/S) =( 1) and S# R” = R. 
What fails here, of course, is that 2 is not spanned by its units. 

Example 13.5. Let 0 be an automorphism of K of finite order rz3 and let 
k=M(“). Set R =M2(K) and let G= (GL2(K), a). Then G is an N-group of auto- 
morphisms with B =M,(K) and, R G = k. Now let S = { diag(a, cP) ) a E K ) . Then 
S2 RG, Z= C,(S) is the ring of diagonal matrices and S= K. Thus S satisfies (GZ]. 
[GC] and, with a little checking, [GI]. On the other hand, s,ince or has order ~3, it 
follows easily that H= %(R/S) is inner and hence that 47 H = Z> S. In view of 
Theorem 7.4 this of course implies that S does not satisfy Glalois homogeneity and 
indeed with b = (i A) E B we have bs =sOb for all s E S but (7 $ HGo. 

This also gives rise to the following observation. The subring K, embedded as 
scalars, is the fixed ring of GL,(K) and hence satisfies [GI] alnd [GH]. Furthermore 
the map cp : K+S defined by a+diag(a, a”) is an isomorphism which is the identity 
on RG. But S = P does not satisfy [GH]. 

The following two examples show that certain embedldings cp : S --d cannot extend 
to elements of G. The first one fails because the dfegrees of the corresponding 
minimal primes do not agree. The second one fails because rp is defined ‘differently’ 
on the distinct factors S/P. 

Example 13.6. Let R =M4(K) and G = GL4(K) so that RG == K. Set 

S = { diag(a, a, b, 6) 1 a, b E K ) and s = (d.iag(a, 6, b, b) 1 
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so that S is the fixed subring of GL2(K) xGL2(K) and s is the fixed subring of 
GLt(K) x GL#). Now ~0 : Sd given by p : diag(a, a, b, b)-+diag(a, 6, b, b) is sure- 
ly an isomorphism which is the identity on R G. But cp cannot extend to an element 

of G since CR(S) and C,(s) are not isomorphic. Indeed the minimal primes of S 
have degrees 2,2 while those of !? have degrees 1,3. 

Example X3,7* Let cr # 1 be an automorphism of K of finite order and let k = K(O), 
Set R = M,(K) and G = (GL#Y), a) so that R G=k. If S is the subring of diagonal 
matrices, then S is the fixed subring of GL,(K) x GL,(K). Now define cp : S *S by 
(p : diag(ra, b)+diag(aq b). It is easy to verify that p cannot extend to an element 
g E G. In essence, ~0 extends to two different elements, one for each of the two prime 
factor rings S/P. 

The remaining two examples show that 
of G even if S is prime and p extends to 

not be exrendible to an element 

Example 13.8. Let F = K(x, y, z) be the free algebra over K# GF(2) with generators 
r:, y7, z and let Sym3 act on F by permuting these generators. For definiteness take 
u and T to be the transpositions CJ = (xy) ancl r= (yz). Now suppose R = M2(F) and 
Jet G =GL,rl(K) x Sym3 act on R. Then RG= F(Sym3), C=K and hence B= M2(K). 

Now let H be the subgroup of G generated by GLt(K) x GLJK), the diagonal 
elements in GL2(K), and the automorphism (y ;)a of order 2. Then S= RH= 
{diag(a, a”) 1 a E F} and Z = C,(S) is the set of diagonal matrices in M,(K). 
Observe that .H interchanges the two idempotents ell , e22 E Z, so Z is H-simple. 

Define 9 : S-G by diag(a, a”)+diag(a’, P). Observe that this is an isomor- 
p’hism which is the identity on R’S S. Furthermore CI, can clearly extend to 
~:(S,Z)-+(S,Z} b y d f’ e ming p to be the identity on Z. In view of Theorem 11.3, 
there exist group elements gt, g2 E G with (eiis)gi = eiis’; in fact we can clearly take 
g, = r and g2 = &r~. On the other hand, 1 E Z is the unique H-centrally primitive 
idempotent of Z and there doe; not exist g E G with sg = sV for all s E S. Indeed sup- 
pose sg =sQ where g =gOA with go E GL2(K) anQ A E Sym3. Then since K is central, 
go preserves matrix traces, and we have 

d + uoa =(a+ab)a=ar-kar~ 

for all a E F. But this yields a vanishing trace form and Sym3 is X-outer on F. Thus 
this form must be trivial. In particular we have A = aA, T or 70 and by considering 
each in turn, using cr f 1 and or fi r~, we get a contradiction. 

Example 13.9. We modify the above slightly and start with F= K(x, y, u, o), CJ = (xy) 
and r= (~0). Then G = GL2(K) x (a, t> acts on R = M2(F) with B=lC!ir,(K) and 
RG = F’** ‘). Again let 
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and let 
I?= (GL,(K) x GL,(K), (y ;)r). 

Then S=RN={dia&z,aO)Ia~F) and S=RH={diag(a,ar)It~f~F}. Clearlv 2=2 
is the set of diagonal matrices in i&(K) and this ring is both H- and &simple. 
Now define p : S-6 by diag(a, ad)-+diag(a, a’). This cp is an isomorphism which is 
the identity on R ? Furthermore p can be extended to an isomorphism q : {S, Z)-+ 

($2) by defining dp to be the identity on Z. 
Here we claim that there iis no g E G with Sg = S9 = s. More generally suppose 

Jg c s where g = g,A with go E GL2(K), A E (a, T) and where J is an ideal of S. Then 
we show that J=O. Observe that J= {diag(a, a”) 1 CPE I} for some ideal I of’ F and 
hence for each u E I we have 

diag(a 9 aa)gorl - - diag(b, b’) 

for some b E F. Taking traces as before, this yields (a + a”)i == b + 6’ and since th.e 
right hand side is fixed by t we obtain, for all a EI 

(a + au)” = (a + au)% 

If I#O, then this yields a vanishing trace form. But observe that A E (a, 7) and that 
the latter group is a fours group of X-outer automorphisms of’ F. We can then corn- 
sider each of the four possibilities ;1= 1, a, r, DT, in turn, and obtain a cant radict ion. 
Thus I = 0 and J= 0, as claimed. 
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